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ABSTRACT
Groundwater is valuable to supply fresh water to the public, industries, agriculture, etc.
However, excessive pumping has caused groundwater storage degradation, water quality
deterioration and saltwater intrusion problems. Reliable groundwater flow and solute transport
modeling is needed for sustainable groundwater management and aquifer remediation design.
However, challenges exist because of highly complex subsurface environments, computationally
intensive groundwater models as well as inevitable uncertainties. The first research goal is to
explore conjunctive use of feasible hydraulic control approaches for groundwater management and
aquifer remediation. Water budget analysis is conducted to understand how groundwater
withdrawals affect water levels. A mixed integer multi-objective optimization model is constructed
to derive optimal freshwater pumping strategies and investigate how to promote the optimality
through regulating pumping locations. A solute transport model for the Baton Rouge multi-aquifer
system is developed to assess saltwater encroachment under current condition. Potential saltwater
scavenging approach is proposed to mitigate the salinization issue in the Baton Rouge area. The
second research goal aims to develop robust surrogate-assisted simulation-optimization modeling
methods for saltwater intrusion mitigation. Machine learning based surrogate models (response
surface regression model, artificial neural network and support vector machine) were developed
to replace a complex high-fidelity solute transport model for predicting saltwater intrusion. Two
different methods including Bayesian model averaging and Bayesian set pair analysis are used to
construct ensemble surrogates and quantify model prediction uncertainties. Besides. different
optimization models that incorporate multiple ensemble surrogates are formulated to obtain
optimal saltwater scavenging strategies. Chance-constrained programming is used to account for
model selection uncertainty in probabilistic nonlinear concentration constraints. The results show

xii

that conjunctive use of hydraulic control approaches would be effective to mitigate saltwater
intrusion but needs decades. Machine learning based ensemble surrogates can build accurate
models with high computing efficiency, and hence save great efforts in groundwater remediation
design. Including model selection uncertainty through multimodel inference and model averaging
provides more reliable remediation strategies compared with the single-surrogate assisted
approach.

xiii

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Groundwater withdrawals is approximately 900 million gallons per day (mgd) from coastal
aquifer systems in Louisiana and has induced saltwater intrusion to many freshwater aquifers along
the Gulf Coast, which threatens aquifer sustainability and urban development (Sargent, 2012). One
of the major affected aquifer systems is the Southern Hills aquifer system that includes the Baton
Rouge Capital area (Figure 1.1). Fresh groundwater is a valuable resource in southeastern
Louisiana. Total water use in East Baton Rouge Parish was 171.41 mgd in 2010, of which 149.89
mgd is from groundwater accounting for 87.45%. Meanwhile, for West Baton Rouge Parish, 93%
of 10.93 mgd total water use come from groundwater. More importantly, groundwater is the sole
drinking water source to the Baton Rouge area (Sargent, 2007). Due to excessive groundwater
exploitation, the freshwater-bearing aquifers underneath the Baton Rouge area are being
threatened by salinization.
There are two east-west trending faults crosscutting the Baton Rouge aquifer system: the
Baton Rouge fault and the Denham Springs-Scotlandville fault. The historical groundwater data
suggests the Baton Rouge fault to be a horizontal flow barrier that separates the freshwater in the
north and the saline water in the south. The source of saline water comes from the expulsion of
over-pressured brine fluids, extending vertically upward above the top of the Gabriel salt dome
(Bray and Hanor, 1990). Baton Rouge relies heavily on groundwater from Southern Hills regional
aquifer system for municipal and industrial consumption. The Capital Area Ground Water
Conservation Commission (CAGWCC) has the legislative authority to regulate groundwater
resources in five parishes, which includes East Baton Rouge, East Feliciana, Pointe Coupee, West
Baton Rouge and West Feliciana. The study area in Figure 1.1 covers East Baton Rouge Parish
and West Baton Rouge Parish. Aquifers containing freshwater in the study area are part of the
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Figure 1.1. Map of the Southern Hills aquifer system (Basemap: Google Earth).
Southern Hills regional aquifer system and include the MRAA, the “400-foot” sand, the “600-foot”
sand, the “800-foot” sand, the “1000-foot” sand, the “1,200-foot” sand, the “1,500-foot” sand, the
“1,700-foot” sand, the “2,000-foot” sand, the “2,400-foot” sand, and the “2,800-foot” sand. Each
sand unit is named for its approximate depth below ground level in the Industrial District of the
Baton Rouge area. The total groundwater withdrawals from aquifers beneath the five-parish capital
area provided about 195.81 mgd in 2010 (Sargent, 2012).
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Figure 1.2. Map of the five-parish capital area with pumping wells. The coordinate system is
UTM (meters), Zone 15, NAD 1983. (Sources: Esri, HERE, USGS)
Groundwater investigations in the 1960s identified a freshwater-saltwater interface (Rollo,
1969) located at the Baton Rouge fault, across which water levels change abruptly. The natural
flow was toward the south and the Baton Rouge fault acted as a flow barrier, separating brackish
water in the south from freshwater in the north. However, heavy groundwater withdrawals in the
north of Baton Rouge fault, primarily for public supply and industrial use, have lowered water
levels and reversed the flow gradient toward the north. The Baton Rouge fault acts as a leaky
barrier, which cannot completely block the saltwater encroachment (Nasreen, 2003). Groundwater
modeling studies (Pham and Tsai, 2017) show that huge groundwater withdrawals from the “2000-
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foot” sand have lowered water-level and induced saltwater movement northward across the Baton
Rouge fault, which threatens the Industrial District wells. Some industrial companies have been
called to stop tapping from the aquifer for industrial uses. The presence of saline water in the
aquifers north of the Baton Rouge fault has been reported and monitored (Lovelace, 2007; Rollo,
1969; Smith Jr, 1976; Survey et al., 1964; Tomaszewski and Anderson, 1965; Whiteman, 1977).
The collected chloride concentration data indicated elevated concentrations in many aquifers
(Lovelace, 2007). In addition, a three-dimensional saltwater intrusion model (Chitsazan et al.,
2015b) showed that the saltwater intrusion occurs in most of the areas, where the pumping wells
are located too close to the Baton Rouge fault. The most critical saltwater intrusion zone in the
“1,500-foot” sand and “1,700-foot” sands is created by the huge pumping from the Lula station.
The Baton Rouge aquifer system is part of the Southern Hills regional aquifer system, Southern
Louisiana. It consists of 2,890 feet thick sequence of complexly interbedded fluvial sands and
mudstones of Miocene through Holocene age (Chamberlain et al., 2013; Meyer and Turcan, 1955).
To better understand the impact of groundwater withdrawals, the three-dimensional groundwater
flow model (Pham and Tsai, 2017) was developed, which includes the MRAA, the “400-foot”
sand, the “600-foot” sand, the “800-foot” sand, the “1000-foot” sand, the “1,200-foot” sand, the
“1,500-foot” sand, the “1,700-foot” sand, the “2,000-foot” sand, the “2,400-foot” sand, and the
“2,800-foot” sand, which collectively referred to the “Baton Rouge sands”. However, there is lack
of a solute transport model for the “Baton Rouge sands”. In order to assess salinity transport under
current conditions and predict further saline water movement, it is vital to develop a
comprehensive solute transport model of the Baton Rouge aquifer system which is a precondition
to looking into how the groundwater withdrawals affect the subsurface environment.
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Figure 1.3. Extent of saltwater intrusion in aquifers by year (a) “1,500-foot” sand; (b) “2,000foot” sand. (modified from USGS)
The ultimate goals of this study are to develop feasible saltwater intrusion management
frameworks and understand how model predictions uncertainty impact aquifer remediation design,
according to the following research objectives:
The first objective of this study is about multi-objective spatial pumping optimization for
groundwater management. First, this project aims to understand how the long-term groundwater
withdrawals affect its storage change through water budget analysis in Baton Rouge multi-aquifer
system. Then, multiple pumping-induced issues confronting Baton Rouge area will be addressed
in the groundwater management process. A mixed integer nonlinear multi-objective optimization
model is constructed to derive optimal freshwater pumping strategies and explore how to promote
the optimality through regulating the pumping locations. Three optimization objectives concerning
water supply, energy and subsidence problems are taken into account. Sustainable groundwater
management is expected to promote social, economic and environmental development in the Baton
Rouge area.
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The second objective of this study is to develop solute transport model in the Baton Rouge
area. To better manage groundwater resources and conserve water wells in the complicated Baton
Rouge aquifer system, water planners need to have sufficient knowledge about what is the effects
of groundwater withdrawals on the pathways of saltwater migration, what is the current salinity
distributions in different aquifers, what possible management strategies should be utilized to
control further saltwater encroachment in the Baton Rouge area, and which sands could be used as
the source of freshwater for injection. The saltwater intrusion model is precursor to providing the
information. This project will firstly develop a three-dimensional saltwater intrusion model of the
Baton Rouge aquifer system and assess its saltwater intrusion. And then this study will propose
potential strategies to mitigate this issue according to the characteristics and interaction of different
aquifers.
The third objective of this study is to develop saltwater intrusion management model to
determine feasible and reliable remediation designs. One of the major efforts is to develop the
saltwater intrusion management model using appropriate hydraulic control approaches. The
management model aims to optimize performance of mitigation techniques, such as scavenger well,
connector well or their combinations. The decision variables may include the location, number,
pumping rates, pump schedule of scavenger and/or connector wells. The project will determine the
optimal saltwater extraction schedule for the horizontal scavenger well under the probabilistic
constraints of chloride concentrations in the “2,000-foot” sand in the Baton Rouge area, where
chloride concentration is being elevated because of heavy withdrawals from Industrial District
wells. The horizontal scavenging technique is proposed to protect public supply wells and prevent
the saline plume from moving towards the Industrial District.
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The fourth objective of this study is to quantify uncertainty of surrogate models and
thereby improve reliability of remediation designs. Due to the highly complex Baton Rouge multiaquifer system, developing optimal aquifer remediation strategies using the physically based
simulation model is literally impossible due to massive model runs in optimization. Using
surrogate models to replace high-fidelity groundwater simulation models is key to reducing
computing time. The study aims to develop affordable and feasible surrogate models based on
supervised learning to improve the effectiveness in the groundwater remediation design. Inevitably,
uncertainties persist in surrogate model structure and parameters and may lead to poor accuracy in
prediction. To improve reliability and optimality of saltwater intrusion mitigation designs, this
project will conduct two research tasks. The first task is to quantify the uncertainty in the surrogate
model development through Bayesian framework. The second task is to develop machine learning
based ensemble groundwater surrogate models for predicting saltwater intrusion through Bayesian
set pair analysis. Finally, a robust ensemble surrogate assisted optimization design can be expected
to achieve the ultimate goals of this study.
This dissertation is organized in seven chapters. Chapter 1 presents a general
introduction of the study area and four research objectives to obtain the final goal of the study.
Chapter 2 presents a literature review about saltwater intrusion mitigation design, surrogate
modeling development and uncertainty quantification techniques which are applied in this study.
Chapter 3-6 describes four major topics of this dissertation. The four chapters come from separate
studies and they are presented in a self-contained manner, i.e., each chapter has a description of
methodology, study area, results and discussion and conclusions. However, all of these chapters
are linked under the topic of groundwater management optimization and saltwater intrusion
mitigation under uncertainty. The overall conclusions of the research are presented in chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Saltwater intrusion mitigation design
There are a variety of historical attempts to address saltwater intrusion mitigation. But any
human intervention of controlling saltwater intrusion needs to change aquifer’s water and salt
balances. The most common efforts involve regulating groundwater pumping and considering
interplay between aquifer conditions and socio-economic factors. One example is the modeling
study including conjunctive use scenarios to explore variations in irrigation usage from surface
water and groundwater reserves in order to modify water use patterns for managing the Burdekin
aquifers, Australia (Qureshi et al., 2008). Unfortunately, pumping rates modification of freshwater
is ineffective in many cases. The deployment of engineering measures, such as increased aquifer
recharge (e.g., artificial recharge ponds or inflows from neighboring aquifers), can provide
economically feasible solutions (Koussis et al., 2010; Reichard et al., 2010). Sustainable water
withdrawal practices were described in the western Belgian coastal plane, where reductions in
pumping induced by seawater intrusion were offset by enhanced withdrawal from a neighboring
coastal aquifer (Vandenbohede et al., 2008). The widely studied examples of freshwater injection
to mitigate saltwater intrusion are those of the Los Angeles coastal basins. Studies (Bray and Yeh,
2008; Reichard and Johnson, 2005) aimed at improving effectiveness of seawater intrusion
controls in the systems. Effective practices in hydraulic barrier design (Luyun et al., 2009) were
proved using laboratory experiments combined with numerical simulations. Cases where
freshwater is injected into saline water for aquifer recovery were examined (Ward et al., 2009). In
addition, another alternative is to extract brackish water through scavenger wells. Hypothetical
numerical simulations were conducted to assess the effectiveness of a negative hydraulic barrier,
where seawater is extracted from the well located between the coast and the freshwater well (Pool
8

and Carrera, 2011). As expected, the critical pumping rates with minimum salinity in freshwater
well were affected simultaneously by both freshwater and saltwater pumping rates, well locations,
depth of well penetration and aquifer properties. But the disposal of the extracted saline
groundwater could meet with problems. The most measures to control saltwater intrusion problems
are creation of physical barriers, such as sheet piles, clay trenches, and injection of chemicals,
which can be used to inhibit saltwater or retain groundwater. These applications are notable in
Japan. The transience of trapped saltwater (Luyun et al., 2011) was examined after the subsurface
barrier was installed and the subsurface wall height was found to be the key factor in controlling
the relative mix of freshwater and seawater.
Due to excessive groundwater withdrawals, many water wells in Baton Rouge, Louisiana
have been threatened by the salinization. It is necessary to develop saltwater intrusion models and
assess the issue under current condition. Then, we can investigate the feasibility of potential
hydraulic control approaches, such as relocation of pumping wells, recharge from neighboring
aquifers. Besides, horizontal scavenger wells could be most attractive for the remediation due to
its large screen contact but they have not been investigated in Baton Rouge aquifer system yet. To
answer these questions, we need to consider decision variables including locations, numbers and
spacing of connector and scavenger wells, and pumping schedules. We also need to know which
sand should be used as the source of freshwater. The study is very challenging because the aquifer
system underneath Baton Rouge is highly complex, which consists a sequence of aquifers and
aquicludes, which extends to a depth of about 3,000 feet (Figure 2.1). The ultimate goal of the
research is to develop a comprehensive saltwater intrusion management model and determine
robust, feasible, and least-cost remediation designs by considering scavenging approaches and/or
hydraulic barrier approaches to mitigate saltwater intrusion issues in the Baton Rouge area.
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Figure 2.1. Groundwater model for the Baton Rouge aquifer system, including 11 aquifers, two
geological faults, and pumping and injection wells. The coordinate system is UTM, Zone 15, NAD
1983.
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2.2 Surrogate modeling in simulation-optimization framework
Unplanned anthropogenic exploitation for fulfilling growing water demand has caused
groundwater quantity degradation, land subsidence, water quality deterioration and saltwater
intrusion problems in subsurface aquifers which are hydraulically connected with sea or saline
water (Cai et al., 2015; Casteless et al., 2016; Sattar et al., 2017; Tsai et al., 2008; Zou et al., 2015).
It is vital to provide reliable water supplies for sustainable planning and management of water
resources. The simulation-optimization is the main technique for mechanism analysis, scheme
optimization and prediction of real-world groundwater management systems (Guan et al., 2006;
Rani and Moreira, 2010). Besides, high-fidelity groundwater conceptual models are crucial in the
decision models since they are used to simulate the abstract representations of the aquifer systems
and accommodate detailed properties. But it should be noted that the simulation models need to
be embedded into the optimization models to ensure that the optimization process is followed by
the intrinsic principle of the actual aquifer system and obtains reliable management strategies.
However, expensive computation inhibits utilization of the heavy physically based groundwater
simulation models in engineering applications because the models capture the actual complexity
(Keating et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2009). Despite increasing computing speed, the computational
cost of the high-fidelity engineering simulations and analyses maintains pace. The computational
challenge of performing coupled simulation-optimization arises from two key issues. First, the
optimization procedure itself involves repeated evaluations of the objective functions and/or
constraints in order to derive the optimal solutions. Second, estimation of the probabilistic
objective functions and/or constraints requires numerical methods such as Monte Carlo simulation,
which involve a large number of numerical simulations in order to reach the desired level of
accuracy. Due to these reasons, it is very challenging to employ groundwater numerical models
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directly in the optimization problems, especially for a complicated groundwater model. Hence, in
order to make the simulation-optimization approach a practical tool for real-world groundwater
management problems, approximation models are commonly used in engineering design to
minimize computational expense.
In recent years, a surrogate model is proposed to replace a heavy groundwater conceptual
model, where the surrogate model is invoked directly by an optimization model, which can not
only solve large-scale nonlinear groundwater problems, but also relieve huge computational
burden and maintain a high computational accuracy (An et al., 2015). Surrogates are constructed
using data drawn from numerical simulation models. The frequently used surrogate models include
polynomial response surface surrogate models, support vector machines, neural network models,
radial basis functions, kriging surrogates, and so forth (Razavi et al., 2012). Surrogate modeling
has been extensively used in the last decades within the water resources community. For example,
the neural network technique was applied to solve the saltwater intrusion problem of coastal
aquifers (Behzadian et al., 2009). Genetic programming is utilized to find a functional form that
approximates the relationship between input (observed precipitation and evaporation) and
groundwater level output (Fallah-Mehdipour et al., 2013). Studies (Broad et al., 2009;
Kasiviswanathan and Sudheer, 2013; Shrestha et al., 2009; Yoon et al., 2011) focus on automatic
model calibration and uncertainty analysis through artificial neural networks and support vector
machines (Liu et al., 2016). Other researchers focus on kriging models and radial basis functions
coupled in water resources simulation-optimization problems (Nayak et al., 2013; Regis and
Shoemaker, 2009; Zhao et al., 2016). An adaptive neural network approach was proposed by Zou
et al. (2007) to solve inverse water quality modeling problems. Fen et al. (2009) developed
polynomial surrogates for soil vapor extraction design. Generalized polynomial chaos theory is
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used to emulate the output of a large-scale groundwater flow model (Laloy et al., 2013). However,
previous studies generally rely on a stand-alone surrogate model to approximate the original model
and rarely make efforts to improve the approximation accuracy of surrogate models. Every
surrogate modeling method has its limitations and induces a certain amount of prediction
uncertainty, which may influence the feasibility of solutions obtained from the simulationoptimization framework. Besides, the performance of a standalone model is not stable. Outputs
with very large residuals (errors) may be obtained in the feasible domain of input space. Especially
in optimization process, the existence of such points may increase risk of obtaining a misleading
optimum. To improve the effectiveness of surrogate-assisted simulation-optimization technique,
the performance of surrogate modeling is the key of research. The main objective of the research
aims to develop reliable ensemble surrogate models in order to address model prediction
uncertainty and improve model performance stability, and thereby improves efficiency in the
aquifer remediation design.
2.3 Model selection and multimodel inference
In a surrogate model selection context, we assume that there are data and a set of models.
Classically, it is assumed that there is a single best model that suffices as the sole model for making
inferences from the data (Burnham and Anderson, 2004). If one model is clearly superior to the
rest, it is reasonable to use that model for prediction. However, if one model is not overwhelmingly
best, inevitably choosing one final model gives rise to many problems. Model selection uncertainty
is ignored. Besides, model selection is more or less based on the trade-off between bias and
variance versus the number of estimable parameters in the model. Any model selection criterion
needs to address the tradeoff between parsimony and goodness-of-fit.
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There are many approaches to determine the importance of model candidates for model
selection (Akaike, 1973; Akaike, 1974; Luis and McLaughlin, 1992; Stone, 1974; Suchard et al.,
2003; Usunoff et al., 1992). One well-known method is based on the Akaike information criterion
(AIC), which takes both descriptive accuracy and principle of parsimony into account (Akaike,
1974; Burnham, 2002). The objective of AIC model selection is to estimate the information loss
when the probability distribution is used to approximate the true probability distribution, which is
called Kullback-Leibler (K-L) information (Kullback and Leibler, 1951). Besides, the model
parameters must be estimated in data analysis process and there is often substantial uncertainty
(Liu and Merwade, 2019) in this parameter estimation process. AIC is an asymptotically unbiased
estimator of the expected relative K-L information quantity, which provides a means for model
selection. Models can be easily ranked from best to worst based on the criterion. However, when
the AIC differences are very small, making inference from only one best model may lead to a false
sense of confidence because of uncertainty in model complexity. Multimodel inference is preferred
to improve model reliability.
The AIC has been extensively applied in a wide range of situations, like factor analysis
(Akaike, 1998a), competitive testing of models of categorization (Maddox and Ashby, 1993;
Nosofsky, 1998; Thomas, 2001) and regression (Efron, 1986). Not much attention was paid to the
assessment of groundwater models using information criteria until Burnham and Anderson (2002)
published their book on the use of information-theoretic approaches in the analysis of empirical
data. They advocate more robust inference (multimodel inference) rather than the traditional onebest-model based inference. Several subsequent model selection studies focused on groundwater
field. For example, multimodel inference based on K-L information is illustrated to select
parsimonious models (Poeter and Anderson, 2005) to evaluate the character of groundwater system.
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Information criteria-based methods were applied to test the alternative groundwater models (Foglia
et al., 2007). In Bayesian paradigm, information criteria are often used to determine the model
weights for model selection and model averaging (Tsai and Li, 2008). Uncertainty assessment of
hydrogeological models was conducted based on information theory (Liu, 2018; De Aguinaga,
2010). The best model is selected from a series of physical models using a maximum likelihood
approach for interpreting impeller flow logs, where AIC is employed to balance model complexity
and goodness of fit (Parker et al., 2010). A comparative assessment of four model averaging
techniques was provided to quantify the impacts of model uncertainty on groundwater model
predictions (Singh et al., 2010). A Dynamic Factor Analysis (DFA) method was used into a
regional groundwater level modeling to understand eco-hydrological process where six dynamic
factors were identified using minimum AIC (Chebud and Melesse, 2012). The AIC was calculated
for a set of groundwater models with increasing complexity for calibration purpose (Engelhardt et
al., 2014). Despite the popularity of the single-model approaches for groundwater prediction and
uncertainty analysis, they have some weaknesses. For example, model parameter and model
structure may not be uniquely determined by the same data set. Thus, the single model is likely to
be statistically biased modeling (Tsai and Li, 2008). Therefore, model selection should be viewed
as the way to obtain model weights, not just a way to select only one model, but a step toward
model averaging and other forms of multimodel inference (Kenneth and David, 2004).
2.4 Bayesian model averaging
The weakness of the single model approach has motivated more studies on multi-model
approaches where the weighted average of all reasonable individual models is being considered.
Bayesian model averaging (BMA) (Hoeting et al., 1999) is able to overcome the issues of using a
single model and provides a robust Bayesian framework to integrate the outcomes of multiple
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models. Its basic idea is to make inference based on the weighted average and allow for the
incorporation of model uncertainty into the inference. This approach accounts for uncertainties in
model parameters as well model structures (Liu et al., 2018).
BMA has been used to account for prediction uncertainty from geological structure and
hydraulic conductivity estimation (Chitsazan et al., 2015a; Elshall and Tsai, 2014; Li and Tsai,
2009) in groundwater models, but has not been used to assess the uncertainty from regression
surrogate model selection. Besides, posterior model probabilities in BMA can be evaluated by
means of Monte Carlo simulation-based methods or by information-theoretic criteria (Chebud and
Melesse, 2011; Pham and Tsai, 2015; Singh et al., 2010; Wöhling et al., 2015). Monte Carlo-based
techniques are rigorous, but computationally demanding. Neuman (Neuman, 2003) proposed a
BMA approach with maximum likelihood estimated parameters, referred to as the MLBMA.
Information-theoretic criteria, e.g., the AIC (Akaike, 1998b), the Bayesian information criterion
(BIC) (Schwarz, 1978), are sought efficient alternatives to approximate the posterior model
probabilities rather than computing these probabilities directly. There is another advantage of using
the information-theoretic criteria that the model complexity is considered in the formulations. They
tend to address the trade-off between accuracy and model complexity which enables to account
for principle of parsimony (Occam's razor) (Stone, 1981). BMA is a robust multimodal method to
integrate prediction models and conduct uncertainty analysis. This research infers multiple models
from the data drawn from solute transport model and quantifies predictive uncertainty of surrogate
models through model averaging. AIC is adopted as the model selection criterion to evaluate model
weights.
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2.5 Bayesian set pair analysis
Many available methods can be used to account for model prediction uncertainty through
a weighted average ensemble of metamodels. Set pair analysis (SPA) is proposed as a new
approach to build an ensemble surrogate model by utilizing unique features of individual model.
The SPA is an efficient method analyzing the internal uncertainty relationship of a system using a
connection degree (Zhao and Xuan, 1996) and its effectiveness on prediction and assessment has
been confirmed in many fields. Kumar and Garg (2018) combined connection number of set pair
analysis with intuitionistic fuzzy set to handle the uncertainties in the data during the decisionmaking process. Hou et al. (2017) presented set pair analysis to select a better ensemble surrogate
modeling pattern for surfactant enhanced aquifer remediation strategy optimization problems. Men
and Liu (2018) evaluated sustainable use of water resources in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region
based on S-type functions and set pair analysis. Zeng and Huang (2018) conducted set pair analysis
for karst waterlogging risk assessment based on analytic hierarchy process and entropy weight.
However, rare studies of SPA applied in groundwater area. Moreover, previous studies only relied
on performance on testing data to assign set pair weights to individual models and ignored
information from training data as a prior basis of calculating set pair weights. Bayes' rule provides
a robust way to overcome the issue by considering prior basis and complete data information when
calculating model weights. Bayes' theorem has been widely applied to account for model
uncertainty (Chitsazan et al., 2015b; Li and Tsai, 2009; Liu and Merwade, 2018; Min and Hense,
2006), but has not been used to address prediction uncertainty of surrogate models in conjunction
with set pair analysis.
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CHAPTER 3. MULTI-OBJECTIVE SPATIAL PUMPING OPTIMIZATION
FOR GROUNDWATER MANAGEMENT IN A MULTI-AQUIFER
SYSTEM
Challenges exist in managing groundwater resources because of spatiotemporally variable
pumping activities as well as complex subsurface hydrogeology. Besides, excessive water
exploitation induces imbalance among multi-stakeholder benefits. In this study, a nonlinear highorder multi-objective optimization model is constructed to derive optimal freshwater pumping
strategies and explore how to promote the optimality through regulating pumping locations. Three
objectives concerning water supply, energy cost and environmental problems are considered in the
management framework in order to: maximize total groundwater withdrawal from potential wells;
minimize total electricity cost for well pumps; and minimize groundwater level variations at
monitoring locations. Binary variables are incorporated in the groundwater management model to
control the operative status of pumping wells. An improved Non-dominated Sorting Genetic
Algorithm II (NSGA-II) is developed to increase solution convergence and is linked with a highfidelity groundwater flow model (MODFLOW-2005) to solve the optimization problem. The
improved NSGA-II is expedited on a parallel computing platform to alleviate computation burden.
The effectiveness of the proposed methodology is demonstrated by an application to the Baton
Rouge multi-aquifer system, southeast Louisiana. Non-dominated trade-off solutions are
successfully achieved through the proposed approach, and each solution is optimum with regard
to its goals and corresponding consequences. Operative status of pumping wells, pumping rates
and distances from observation wells to the pumping wells are seen to produce distinctive
optimization responses. The approach is very appealing to find out the optimal extent to which the
three objectives concerning water supply, energy cost and environmental problems can be
achieved.
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3.1 Water budget in the Baton Rouge aquifer system, Southeast Louisiana
The Baton Rouge aquifer system is part of the Southern Hills regional aquifer system,
which consists of about 1 km (3000 feet) thick sequence of complexly interbedded fluvial sands
and mudstones occurring in the metropolitan Baton Rouge area. Eleven freshwater aquifers
underneath Baton Rouge are the Mississippi River Alluvial Aquifer, the “400-foot” sand, the “600foot” sand, the “800-foot” sand, the “1,000-foot” sand, the “1,200-foot” sand, the “1,500-foot”
sand, the “1,700-foot” sand, the “2,000-foot” sand, the “2,400-foot” sand, and the “2,800-foot”
sand, which collectively refer to the “Baton Rouge sands”. The aquifer system includes the eastwest trending Baton Rouge Fault and the Denham Springs-Scotlandville Fault, which crosscut the
aquifer/aquitard sequence, as was shown in Figure 2.1. To better understand how the historical
groundwater withdrawals impact groundwater storage change, water budget analysis is conducted
in this study using the calibrated three-dimensional Baton Rouge groundwater flow model (Pham
and Tsai, 2017). Figure 3.1 displays the total annual groundwater withdrawal as well as estimated
groundwater storage change with respect to the beginning of 1975 in the “400-foot” sand to 2,800foot” sand within the area between the two geological faults. The annual groundwater storage
change was calculated based on the water budget provided by the MODFLOW model (Pham and
Tsai, 2017). Prior to 1995, groundwater storage remained higher than 1975 storage except for 1979
and 1980. The aquifers started to deplete from 1985 in response to groundwater withdrawal
increase. Starting 1995, groundwater storage became lower than 1975 storage due to continuous
high pumping rates over years. About 17.3 million m3 of groundwater storage loss is estimated at
the end of 2014 with respect to the beginning of 1975. Besides, Figure 3.2 estimates annual
groundwater withdrawals from each sand between the two faults. Analysis of the 2014 water
budget shows that an estimated 20.93 mgd (79,229 m3/day) were withdrawn from the “2,000-foot”
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sand, about 80% of which were used for industry consumption. The “2,000-foot” sand is the most
heavily pumped aquifer by the industrial users, which has caused the most significant drawdown
in the Industrial District. Because of the huge pumping, groundwater levels at the “2,000-foot”
sand were observed to be the lowest compared with other aquifers (Tomaszewski and Accardo
2004). Historical well data indicates that water levels have been lowered as much as 345 feet in
the “2,000-foot” sand since 1890 (Davis and Rollo 1969; Heywood et al. 2015).

Figure 3.1. Annual groundwater storage change (million m3) with respect to the beginning of 1975
and annual pumping rate (m3/day) from 1975 to 2014.
Continuous withdrawals at the historical rates might not only cause fresh groundwater
storage depletion, but also exacerbate land subsidence confronting the Baton Rouge area.
Maximum subsidence is centered in the Baton Rouge Industrial District, the area of greatest
withdrawals from wells and maximum decline of groundwater level in the confined aquifer system
(Chi and Reilinger 1984; Whiteman 1980). The decline of groundwater level also reversed the
flow direction in the vicinity of the Baton Rouge Fault to cause saltwater intrusion (Tomaszewski
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1996). Hence, it is vital to optimize freshwater pumping in this area in order to balance socioeconomic development and environmental impacts.

Figure 3.2. Estimated annual groundwater withdrawals (million gallons per day) from each sand
between the two faults from 1975 to 2014.
(figure cont’d.)
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3.2 Methodology
3.2.1 High-order multi-objective optimization formulation
Groundwater planning and management become more complex because of multiple and
often conflicting objectives from several parties. For example, maximizing water pumping
contradicts to minimizing pumping cost. Multiple objectives are required to be satisfied
simultaneously, rather than individually. The present study aims to formulate a three-objective
optimization problem to determine optimal pumping strategies for groundwater users. This is
achieved by optimizing pumping well selection and optimizing pumping rates of selected pumping
wells, which are decision variables in the proposed optimization model. Groundwater levels are
state variables in the optimization model. Groundwater levels are simulated by a groundwater
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model that takes the location of pumping wells and corresponding pumping rates as input. In this
work, the first management objective is to extract groundwater as much as possible from potential
wells during the management period. It can be expressed as follows:
NW SP

maximize f1 =  zi ,t Qi ,t

(1)

i =1 t =1

where Qi ,t is the pumping rate for the ith well at stress period t (m3/day), NW is the total number
of selected pumping wells, SP is the total number of stress periods, and zi ,t = 0,1 is the binary
variable to control the operative status of pumping well i during the stress period t . If zi ,t = 1 , the
pumping well i is active and the pumping rate is Qi ,t in the stress period t . If zi ,t = 0 , the pumping
well i is inactive in the stress period.
Energy is required to drive the pump and lift the groundwater to land surface. Hence, as a
second objective, we minimize the energy cost for well pumps. The major factors that influence
the pumping cost depend on the volume of water to be lifted, density of the water, hydraulic head,
efficiency of the pump and energy cost per unit. This study doesn’t consider other costs. Thus, the
total pumping cost can be formulated as,
NW SP

minimize f 2 =  k p
i =1 t =1

 w zi ,t Qi ,t ( H i − hi ,t + CQi2,t )


t

(2)

where k p is the cost of a pump unit per kilowatt hour ($/kWh), rw is the specific weight of the
fluid ( 9.8 103 N/m3),  is the efficiency of the pumping system, t is the pumping time (length
of each stress period), H i is the ground elevation (m) at well i, and hi ,t is the groundwater level
(m) at well i time t, and C is the well loss coefficient determined by well deterioration with the
unit [min2/m5]. The difference, H i − hi ,t , is the height that groundwater needs to be lifted to the
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2
ground (m). The well loss term, CQi ,t , is described by Jacob (1947). The unit of energy that is

required to lift groundwater to land surface is in kilowatt-hour (kWh).
Thirdly, excessive pumping of the aquifer system caused significant water level drawdown,
which threatens to exacerbate the existing land subsidence issue, water quality deterioration and
saltwater intrusion issues. All the problems are environmental consequences of human water-use
practices. To assure groundwater sustainability and conserve the long-term natural water resource
for the region, it’s necessary to minimize water level fluctuations around a target level such that
the impacts of groundwater pumping is minimal. Hence, a third objective is to minimize
groundwater level variation at selected monitoring locations.
SP NM

minimize f3 =  h j ,t ( zi ,t , Qi ,t ) − h target
j ,t

(3)

t =1 j =1

subject to
H = f (Z, Q)

(4)

Qi,min  Qi ,t  Qi,max

(5)

zi,t  0,1

(6)

where h j ,t is the groundwater level at the jth monitoring well at stress period t , which is the
target

function of zi ,t and Qi ,t , NM is the number of monitoring wells, h j,t

is the target groundwater

level at the jth monitoring well and is considered to be constant throughout the whole simulation
period,

Q = [Qi ,t ]

is the vector of the groundwater pumping rates, Z = [ zi ,t ] is the vector of the

binary variables zi ,t , H is the vector of simulated groundwater levels

[hi ,t , h j ,t ]

at the selected

pumping wells and monitoring wells, f is an implicit function (vector) for H, which reflects
groundwater level responses with respect to the pumping activities through the groundwater
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equation, and Qi,min and Qi ,max are the minimum and maximum discharge limits for the ith pumping
well, respectively.
3.2.2 Improved elitist non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm with self-adaptive mutation step
size
The NSGA-II has been demonstrated to be a robust optimization algorithm for a wide range
of multi-objective problems (Gadhvi et al. 2016; Wagner et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2011). It is an
elitism-based non-dominated sorting method for ranking and sorting each individual (a solution)
(Deb et al. 2002). This algorithm provides a direct opportunity for the parent population to compete
in the next generation by joining with offspring population. The best members are given priority
in the next generation, which prevents performance degradation.
The selection process takes two attributes into consideration: non-domination rank of an
individual in the population and its crowding distance. First, each individual is assigned a nondominated rank based on objective function evaluations as follows. (1) Given two solution vectors,
if one solution is no worse than the other solution in all objectives, and this solution is strictly
better than the other solution in at least one objective, this solution dominates the other solution.
Then, this solution is assigned better rank than the other solution. (2) If neither solution is dominant,
the two solutions are ranked equally. Besides, NSGA-II estimates the density of solutions
surrounding a particular one to preserve diversity by calculating its crowding distance. The next
generation is then selected based on the sorted rank and crowding distance. Between two solutions
with different non-domination ranks, the solution with the lower (better) rank is preferred. But if
two solutions have the same rank, the solution that resides in the less crowded region is preferred.
In addition, self-adaptation by mutation, which has been demonstrated crucial to
evolutionary search (Hong et al. 2014), is an important feature in evolutionary strategies. In this
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study, the pumping rates constitute the decision space of the optimization problem. Each decision
variable has its own lower and upper bounds. To improve the exploration in search space and
achieve faster solution convergence, this study introduces mutation steps with varying length
through the self-adaptive mutation step size. This procedure suitably adjusts the step length for
each pumping rate based on its lower and upper bounds.
3.2.3 Integrating MODFLOW-2005 with the improved NSGA-II
In this study, groundwater levels at the pumping wells are simulated using the calibrated
high-fidelity groundwater flow model through MODFLOW-2005 (Pham and Tsai 2017), which is
embedded in the NSGA-II to derive non-dominated pumping strategies. The integration of
MODFLOW and NSGA-II is illustrated in Figure 3.3. Pumping rates from the improved NSGAII are sent to the MODFLOW model to calculate groundwater levels at pumping locations and
monitoring locations. Then, the groundwater levels are sent back to the NSGA-II to evaluate
objective functions.
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Figure 3.2. Flowchart of the proposed methodology.
3.2.4 Improved NSGA-II on parallel computing platform
The improved NSGA-II requires massive calls of the high-fidelity groundwater flow model
to evaluate the objective functions throughout successive generations, which dramatically
increases the computational burden. To achieve higher computation efficiency, the improved
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NSGA-II is performed on parallel computing platform by transforming the sequential codes into
parallel codes in order to makes use of multicore processors. During the optimization routine, there
are two sequential steps being carried out through the parallel computing.
(1) The first step is to generate the initial parent population of randomly selected pumping
rates. Objective function values for individual solutions in the population are obtained parallelly
through running the groundwater models simultaneously in a multicore supercomputer.
(2) In the second step, during each generation, offsprings are created through crossover and
mutation operations. To produce the next generation, NSGA-II is dynamically linked to the
simulation model to calculate the fitness values of each individual in order to sort solutions in the
combined parent and offspring populations. To maximize the computing efficiency during
objective function evaluation of offsprings, multicore parallelization is utilized through a parallel
package in Octave (Hansen 2011). The number of cores used in the parallel computing platform
is the same as the population size.
3.3 Model application
The performance of the nonlinear multi-objective optimization model is demonstrated
through an application to the Baton Rouge aquifer system. Since heavy industrial pumping caused
significant water level drawdown in the “2,000-foot” sand, this study focuses on developing
optimal pumping rates for the Industrial District wells. The study area covers 513 km2 (27 km
(West-East)  19 km (South-North), as shown in Figure 3.4. The model domain in the planar
direction is discretized into 93 rows and 137 columns with a cell size 200 m by 200 m. There are
162 model layers with the average layer thickness 5.2 m. The historical groundwater level data
were used to derive the time-varied specified head boundary condition for the groundwater model.
This study does not provide detailed information on how the Baton Rouge groundwater model
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were developed and calibrated. Readers are referred to Pham and Tsai (2017). Moreover, this study
does not involve uncertainty analysis for the reasons that (1) the groundwater model is very
complex and time-consuming, and (2) the groundwater model was well calibrated. Adding model
uncertainties will make the optimization problem intractable and is beyond the scope of this study.
One way to deal with uncertainties in the groundwater management perspective is to replace such
an expensive model with surrogate models (Yin and Tsai 2018). Nevertheless, we recognize that
by incorporating model uncertainties in the optimization problem can affect the optimization
results.
The total management period considered in this study is 2 years (from 2013 to 2014). The
groundwater model has 24 stress periods with monthly time step for 24 months. The model Ten
(10) wells historically heavily pumped in the Industrial District (Figure 3.4) screened at the “2,000foot” sand are selected. For the design purpose, individual pumping rate for selected pumping
wells is considered to remain the same during the two-year management period and is used as
input to the groundwater model. Four U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) observation wells (Figure
3.4) screened at the “2000-foot” sand are selected to gauge water levels with respect to their target
levels. Groundwater levels in 1968 for EB-792B, 1988 for EB-1028, 1987 for EB-297 and 1965
for EB-367 are used as the target levels because groundwater levels were historically high in these
years at these observation wells. Totally, there are 336 monthly groundwater level values at the
ten pumping well locations and the four monitoring well locations, which are groundwater model
outputs used to evaluate the objective functions in the optimization problem. This study considers

k p ,  and

C in the objective functions to be 0.15 $/kWh, 0.75 and 0.80 min2/m5, respectively.
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Figure 3.3. Map of selected pumping wells in the Industrial District and USGS observation wells
screened at the “2,000-foot” sand. The coordinate system is UTM (meters), Zone 15, NAD 1983.
The elevation datum is NGVD29.
In the NSGA-II, this study uses a population size of 20, which equals to the number of
cores in one node that the study used in the parallel computing system. Initial pumping rates for
each well are randomly generated from continuous uniform distributions given its upper and lower
bounds. The lower bounds are set to zero and the upper bounds are determined based on the
maximum values in the historical pumping data from the Capital Area Ground Water Conservation
Commission (CAGWCC) of Louisiana. NSGA-II uses a population of the candidate solutions with
genetic algorithm operators (cross-over, mutation and selection) to evolve the offspring population.
The probabilities of crossover and mutation in the NSGA-II are 0.8 and 0.03, respectively. Each
generation takes about 1.17 hours to complete under parallel computing, compared to 11.67 hours
without parallel processing. The efficiency improves about 10 times.
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3.4 Results and discussion
3.4.1 Trade-off analysis
In this section, all the ten wells are in full operation throughout the management period.
Figure 3.5a displays the convergence of a three-dimensional Pareto front of the three objectives
along with different generations. Figure 3.5b and Figure 3.5c present the projections of Figure 3.5a.
Convergence of the solution set is observed beyond 40 generations. This study keeps the maximum
number of generations of 50 to obtain the Pareto front. The projection of the Pareto front for total
pumping cost vs. total groundwater withdrawal shows a convex front (Figure 3.5b). Similarly, the
projection of the Pareto front for total head difference vs. total pumping cost shows a convex front
(Figure 3.5c).
It can be seen that higher pumping rates lead to higher pumping cost (Figure 3.5b), which
is because the cost objective function [Eq. (2)] heavily depends on the volume of groundwater
pumped. Also, each point of the Pareto front represents a trade-off with the lowest total pumping
cost, the lowest total head difference, and the maximum total withdrawal as the NSGA-II has
excluded inferior solutions. For example, point A in Figure 3.5 represents a pumping strategy
which extracts maximum quantity of groundwater (34.27 million m3) at the corresponding
minimum cost ($1.63 million) and the minimum total head difference (268.02 m). Any increase in
pumping rate will adversely increase the minimum cost and increase the minimum total head
difference. By selecting the non-inferior solutions, decision makers save huge unnecessary
expenditures.
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Figure 3.4. Convergence of non-dominated solutions showing in (a) ( f1 , f 2 , f3 ) ; (b) ( f1 , f 2 ) ; (c)
( f 2 , f 3 ) . f1 is the total groundwater withdrawal, f2 is the total pumping cost, and f3 is the total head
difference.
Furthermore, each Pareto solution represents optimized pumping rates for the ten pumping
wells. Figure 3.6 shows the Pareto pumping rates of 20 solutions in a decreasing order of total
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withdrawals. Each pumping strategy has distinctive objective values. In other words, there is no
issue of equifinality in the Pareto solutions. It is remarkable through optimization that well EB587 accounts for a very small proportion of the total withdrawal while well EB-1309 contributes
the most. Besides, other wells play various roles in the management process.
Overall, Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 successfully quantify the optimal extent to which three
objectives involving water supply concern, energy concern and environment concern can be
balanced. While there are many trade-offs among total withdrawal, total pumping cost and total
head difference, the final compromise should be determined by decision makers through
negotiation with stakeholders. This study considers trade-offs among three objectives and does not
combine any two objectives. Because this study aims to provide a set of solutions instead of only
a single solution.

Figure 3.5. Pareto pumping rates of 20 solutions in a decreasing order of total groundwater
withdrawals from highest total groundwater withdrawal (1st) to lowest groundwater total
withdrawal (20th).
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3.4.2 Impact of spatial pumping distribution on pumping strategies
In this study, in order to investigate impacts of spatial pumping distributions on
groundwater management, three hypothetical scenarios with 10 pumping wells, 8 pumping wells
and 6 pumping wells are conducted. Selection of active pumping wells through the binary variables,
which are embedded in the objective functions to control operating status of the pumping wells, is
pre-determined by the historical pumping data from the CAGWCC. The 8-well case is determined
by turning off two pumping wells, EB-587 and EB-810, due to their relatively low pumping rates.
The 6-well case is determined by turning off four pumping wells, EB-587, EB-810, EB-851 and
EB-884.
A comparison among Pareto solutions obtained under the three spatial pumping
distributions is presented in Figure 3.7. The total pumping cost and the total head difference go up
with the total withdrawal. Figure 3.7 infers that giving a number of pumping wells, the optimal
total withdrawal varies within a range and is capped to a certain limit. The Pareto total withdrawal
for the 10-well case varies from 18.66 to 34.27 million m3, and from 16.98 to 28.65 million m3 for
the 8-well case, and from 11.89 to 25.43 million m3 for the 6-well case. The 10-well case has a
wider total withdrawal range (15.61 million m3), followed by the 6-well case (13.54 million m3),
and then the 8-well case (11.67 million m3). Taking the 8-well case for example, the maximum
total withdrawal is denoted by the solution at point “A”. However, if more groundwater is needed,
more pumping wells are needed (for example the 10-well case), which in turn induces a new spatial
pumping distribution.
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Figure 3.6. Comparison of Pareto solutions under the 10-well case, the 8-well case, and the 6-well
case for (a) total withdrawal vs. total pumping cost; (b) total pumping cost vs. total head difference.
Point A: upper limit of 8-well case, point B: upper limit of 6-well case, point C: lower limit of 10well case.
Figure 3.7 also indicates that the total water withdrawal between point “B” (upper limit for
the 6-well case) and point “C” (lower limit for the 10-well case) can be met simultaneously by the
three spatial pumping distributions. There are trade-offs between total pumping cost (economic
concern) and total head difference (environmental concern) to determine which pumping strategies
should be given priority. For example, at solution B (the 6-well case), a higher total pumping cost
is needed to achieve the same amount of 25.48 million m3 groundwater supply, but with a relatively
lower total head difference when compared with the 10-well case and the 8-well case. These Pareto
solutions among different scenarios do not produce identical objective function values. Therefore,
the issue of equifinality does not exist. Using 6 wells may present a good solution to mitigate the
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land subsidence and saltwater intrusion issues confronting the Industrial District, but at an expense
of sacrificing certain economic benefit. The overall results from the three spatial pumping
distributions (Figure 3.7) indicate that the Pareto fronts are non-smooth and exhibit disjointed
features because of binary variables that render the objective functions non-differentiable and
discontinuous.
Averaged objective function values over the 20 Pareto solutions for the three spatial
pumping distributions are shown in Table 3.1. It indicates a trend that using more pumping wells
provides an opportunity to withdraw more groundwater for water demand, but also increase the
likelihood of escalating pumping cost and elevating groundwater level devaition from the target
levels. If we look into the individual pumiping wells (Figure 3.8), EB-851, EB-1309, EB-1313,
EB-656 and EB-737 follow the trend that using more pumping wells, pumpages also increase in
these wells except at pumping wells EB-884, EB-722 and EB-962. These excpetions may attribute
to many factors, such as well locations, aquifer properties, etc. (Hugman et al. 2012), especially in
such a complicated aquifer system.
Table 3.1. Averaged optimal objective function values for the three cases.
Objective function value

10-well case

8-well case

6-well case

Total withdrawal f1 (million m3)

27.028

23.627

18.602

Total pumping cost f2 (million $)

1.131

0.943

0.709

222.670

187.733

167.596

Total head difference f3 (m)
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Figure 3.7. Averaged optimal pumping rate for each well at the three cases.
By using the 20 Pareto pumping stratigies as inputs to the groundwater model, the
groundwater level response at the four USGS monitoring wells (EB-792B, EB-1028, EB-297 and
EB-367) are shown in Figure 3.9. Each column shows the range of groundwater level variation
under the same spatial pumping distribution. Each row shows the range of water level variaion at
the same monitoring location. The upper limits and the lower limits are derived by the Peratooptimal solutions with minimum and maximum total groundwater withdrawals, respectively.
Overall, in comparison to the observed groundwater levels, groundwater levels at the USGS
monitoring wells are raised to be closer to the target levels given the optimal pumping designs,
which has an implication to mitigating the subsidence and saltwater intrusion issues in the Baton
Rouge area. Besides, given the optimal pumping strategies, the groundwater heads are kept around
target levels.The result shows that groundwater level variation in the 10-well case is greater than
that in the 6-well case. Groundwater level varies realtively small in the 8-well case. This reflects
the range of the total groundwater withdrawals of the 20 Pareto solutions shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.8. Comparison of optimized water level variation range at the monitoring wells under the
10-well case (first column), the 8-well case (second column), and the 6-well case (third column).
The averaged width of groundwater level variation is calculated for each monitoring well
shown in Figure 3.10. Given a spatial pumping distribution, the largest variaion width occurs at
EB-367 because this monitoring well is very close to the pumping wells. Conversely, EB-792B
shows the smallest goundwater level variation due to the farthest distance to the pumping wells,
which indicates the least sensitivity.
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Figure 3.9. Comparison of averaged width of water level variation at monitoring wells.

Influence of shutting off wells
Previous discussions have been carried out to study the impacts of spatial pumping
distributions on Pareto solutions by shutting off some wells based on their relatively low pumping
rates. To further investigate the influence of reducing pumping wells, we explore a case by shutting
off two pumping wells, EB-656 and EB-737, based on their geographic locations that are farthest
from the Baton Rouge Fault.
Figure 3.11 shows the comparison of Pareto solutions between the pumping-based 8-well
case and the location-based 8-well case. The location-based Pareto front has a wider spread of
trade-off solutions than the pumping-based case. For higher total withdrawals, the location-based
case shows higher pumping cost than the pumping-based case (Figure 3.11a), but lower total head
difference (Figure 3.11b). If it is necessary, shutting off of EB-656 and EB-737 may be considered
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to mitigate environment issues caused by the significant water level drawdown in the Industrial
District, but would incur extra pumping cost.

Figure 3.10. Pareto solutions under pumping-based shut-off condition and location-based shut-off
condition (a) total withdrawal vs. total pumping cost; (b) total pumping cost vs. total head
difference.

Figure 3.12a displays the averaged pumping rate percentage changes of the 8 active wells
after shuting off EB-587 and EB-810 (pumping-based). Similarly, Figure 3.12b shows the
averaged pumping rate percentage changes of the 8 active wells after shuting off EB-656 and EB737 (location-based). Positive value means that pumping rate increases compared with the case
without shutting off wells, and vice versa for negative value. For most pumping wells, the averaged
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pareto pumping rates have decreased in the two 8-well cases because of the decreasing optimal
total groundwater withdrawals comparing to the 10-well case. Under both cases, there are six
common wells (Figure 3.12) in operation. EB-851 and EB-884 are adjecent to the shut-off wells
in the pumping-based 8-well case (Figure 3.4); and the optimal average pumping rates of EB-851
and EB-884 are 3590 m3/day and 4595 m3/day, respectively, which show higher than those (3140
m3/day and 4064 m3/day) in the location-based case. On the other hand, EB-722 and EB-962 are
close to the shut-off wells in the location-based case and have greater pumping rates than those in
the pumping-based case. Specifically, compared to 4018 m3/day of EB-722 and 3923 m3/day of
EB-962 in the pumping-based case, the optimal pumping rates of EB-722 and EB-962 are 4222
m3/day and 3929 m3/day in the location-based case, respectively. Shutting off wells may produce
a remarkable impact on the pumping rates of their adjacent wells while a marginal effect on farther
ones.
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Figure 3.11. Percentage change of each pumping well under (a) pumping-based shut-off condition
(EB-587 and EB-810); (b) location-based shut-off condition (EB-656 and EB-737).

3.5 Conclusions
This study addresses that high-order Pareto optimization holds a significant potential as a
tool that can be used to balance multiple concerns in groundwater management. By embedding
binary variables into objective functions, the proposed nonlinear modeling which couples
MODFLOW-2005 with an improved NSGA-II contributes to understanding how to manage
groundwater resources in the Baton Rouge multi-aquifer system through spatial pumping
optimization. Multiple objectives concerning water supply, economic energy as well as
environment are addressed in the framework. Parallel computing significantly relieves the
expensive computation burden of the optimization that involves a complex high-fidelity
groundwater flow model. From this study, the following conclusions can be drawn:
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(i) Linking MODFLOW-2005 with an improved NSGA-II, this study demonstrates a highly useful
approach for quantifying the optimal extent to which the three objectives concerning water supply,
energy and environment can be balanced.
(ii) A set of well-spread and consistent Pareto pumping strategies can be evolved, which represent
the best designs that identify trade-offs among the three concerns. A final compromised solution
could be determined through negotiations among conflicting parties.
(iii) Operative status of pumping wells, pumping rates and distances of monitoring wells to
pumping wells are seen to produce distinctive optimization responses. Once the water supply can
be satisfied, the priority should be given to less number of pumping wells. The groundwater levels
can be raised to be closer to target levels in response to the optimal pumping designs. Shutting off
pumping wells might produce a remarkable impact on the pumping rates of their adjacent wells
while a marginal effect on farther ones.
(iv) The unique feature of the Pareto optimization algorithms is of significance equally to both
analysts as well as decision makers because many non-inferior solutions are available. The analysts
are concerned with fulfilling multiple objectives simultaneously while decision makers are
concerned about the quality of their decisions. The concerns of both parties can be fulfilled by
employing the presented methodology.
The proposed nonlinear multi-objective optimization modeling contributes to
understanding the impacts of spatial pumping distributions on groundwater management
optimization. Further study may include exploring the effect of temporal distribution of
groundwater pumping.
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CHAPTER 4. SALTWATER SCAVENGING OPTIMIZATION UNDER
SURROGATE UNCERTAINTY FOR A MULTI-AQUIFER SYSTEM1
Surrogate-assisted simulation-optimization technique is an effective approach for
identifying aquifer remediation strategies. Using surrogate models to replace high-fidelity
groundwater simulation models is key to reduce computing time. Inevitably, uncertainties persist
in surrogate model structure and parameters and may lead to poor accuracy in prediction. However,
past studies often adopt one surrogate to capture the original model response and rarely investigate
uncertainties and approximation accuracy of surrogate models. In this study, we present an
ensemble surrogate modeling approach to address uncertainty in surrogate model predictions for
saltwater intrusion mitigation designs using a hypothetical horizontal scavenger well. Firstly,
polynomial response surface surrogate models are constructed to capture the relationship between
chloride concentrations and saltwater extraction rates of a horizontal well. Secondly, a stochastic
optimization model that includes multiple ensemble surrogates is developed to determine the
optimal saltwater extraction schedule. Chance-constrained (CC) programming is used to account
for model selection uncertainty in probabilistic nonlinear concentration constraints. Akaike
information criterion correction (AICc) based Bayesian model averaging (BMA) method is
adopted to determine required statistics of concentrations in the chance constraints. Finally, a set
of saltwater intrusion mitigation strategies are obtained through an interior point optimization
algorithm. The proposed methodology is applied to the saltwater intrusion problem in Baton Rouge,
Louisiana. A high-fidelity flow and solute transport model is developed, but requires 16 hours for
one model run. The study shows that the developed surrogate models perform well and have strong

This chapter is reproduced with modifications from Yin and Tsai (2018). It is reprinted by
permission from the publisher.
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predictive capabilities with respect to the solute transport model response, while considerably
reducing computation time. Including model selection uncertainty through multimodel inference
and model averaging provides more reliable remediation strategies compared with the singlesurrogate assisted approach.
4.1 Three-dimensional saltwater intrusion model development
As was described in the previous part, heavy withdrawals from the area north of the Baton
Rogue fault have reversed the groundwater flow gradient and caused salinization problems. This
study develops a three-dimensional solute transport model to assess saltwater encroachment in the
Baton Rouge multi-aquifer system which covers part of East Baton Rouge Parish and part of West
Baton Rouge Parish. The saltwater intrusion model is built based on a high-fidelity threedimensional Baton Rouge groundwater flow model developed by Pham and Tsai (2017), where
cell-to-cell flow output is particularly important for depicting saltwater movement.
The east-west trending Baton Rouge (BR) fault and the Denham Springs-Scotlandville
(DSS) fault crosscut the aquifer/aquitard sequence and divide the model domain (Figure 4.1a) into
three parts: the north zone of the Denham Springs-Scotlandville fault, the middle zone between
the Denham Springs-Scotlandville fault and the Baton Rouge fault, and the south zone south of
the Baton Rouge fault. The study area covers 513 km2 (27 km in east-west  19 km in north-south).
The model is discretized into 93 rows, 137 columns and 162 layers with 808,095 active cells. The
cell size is 200 m by 200 m with an averaged layer thickness of 5.2 m. Figure 4.1b shows the
complex groundwater model structure at a cross section A-A’ in Figure 4.1a. The simulation period
is from January 1, 1975 to December 31, 2014, with monthly stress period and monthly time step
owing to available monthly pumpage records.
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Figure 4.1. (a) Map of the model area, including pumping wells, groundwater observation wells,
two geological faults, and the focal area. The coordinate system is UTM (meters), Zone 15, NAD
83. (b) A cross section A-A’ of the complex Baton Rouge groundwater model (Pham and Tsai
2017). The green color represents sand facies.
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The study found that the “2,000-foot” sand was the most heavily pumped by the industrial
users, which caused the most significant drawdown in the Industrial District. The groundwater
head contours as well as flow velocity field on Dec. 31, 2009 at the “2,000-foot” sand with a depth
of 670 m is shown in Figure 4.2. Most of the recorded chloride concentration is less than 5,000
mg/L south of the Baton Rouge fault. Therefore, the study assumes that the density effect is not
significant. The study employed MT3DMS (Zheng and Wang, 1999) to simulate chloride transport.
MT3DMS can be used to simulate changes in concentrations of contaminants in groundwater
considering advection, dispersion, diffusion and some basic chemical reactions with various types
of boundary conditions and external sources or sinks (Priyanka and Mahesha, 2015; Prommer et
al., 2003). Besides the MODFLOW-2005 inputs, additional inputs for MT3DMS include solute
transport initial conditions, boundary conditions and transport properties, which are developed
through MT3DMS basic transport package (BTN), advection package (ADV), dispersion package
(DSP). In addition, the MT3DMS transport model is used in conjunction with MODFLOW
through a link package (LMT) because MT3DMS needs the flow solutions obtained from the flow
model. As a representation of the saltwater source, the chloride concentrations are set to be
constant throughout the simulation period at the boundaries south of Baton Rouge fault, which act
as the source providing solute mass to the model domain. Different aquifers are specified with
different constant concentration values. Chloride concentrations were calculated at other
boundaries in each computational time step. Within the solute transport model domain north of the
Denham Springs-Scotlandville fault, the initial concentrations on January 1, 1975 are zero
(freshwater). For the model domain between the two faults, the initial chloride concentrations were
interpolated by the available observed chloride concentrations in the USGS observation wells. In
the domain south of the Baton Rouge fault, the initial concentrations are specified as varying values
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depending on the aquifers. The historical groundwater head and chloride concentration data in the
simulation period collected from US Geological Survey observation wells are used for model
calibration and model parameter estimation. All the chloride concentrations of USGS observation
wells within the study area were collected (http://nwis.waterdata.usgs.gov/la/nwis/qwdata) to
calibrate the solute transport models and estimate the porosity and longitudinal dispersivity. The
model layers of each sand aquifer refer to Appendix A.

Figure 4.2. Simulated groundwater head contours as well as flow velocity field on Dec. 31, 2009
at the “2,000-foot” sand with a depth of 670 m. The mesh represents clay. The coordinate system
is UTM (meters), Zone 15, NAD 1983.
Based on the available data, chloride concentrations within the “1,200-foot” sand, “1,500foot” sand, “1,700-foot” sand and “2,000-foot” sand were mainly used for model calibration. Each
flow and transport model run takes around 16 hours. Figure 4.3 shows the comparison of simulated
chloride concentrations to the observed chloride concentration values in the eight USGS wells.
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EB-621, WBR-36 and WBR-37 are screened at the “1,200-foot” sand. EB-658, EB-807A and EB918 are screened at the “1,500-foot” sand. EB-807B and EB-1028 are screened at “2,000-foot”
sand.

Figure 4.3. Comparison of observed chloride concentrations to simulated chloride concentration
by the solute transport model at the eight USGS wells.
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Saltwater plume was found to migrate northward in different sands. As was analyzed in
the section 3.1, the “2,000-foot” sand is most heavily pumped. This study particularly focuses on
mitigation of the saltwater intrusion issue in the “2,000-foot” sand. The chloride concentrations of
two important public supply wells EB-630 and EB-1150 have been observed to increase above
250 mg/L in 2014. The simulated salt plume on Dec. 31, 2009 is shown in Figure 4.4. Considering
salt source (Bray and Hanor, 1990) and chloride transport, a horizontal scavenger well is designed
close to the Baton Rouge fault to extract saline water and protect public supply wells, as shown in
Figure 4.5. The horizontal scavenger well is located about at 674.8 m below land surface with a
screen length of 400 m and a diameter of 0.5 m. The revised Multi-Node Well (MNW2) Package
(Konikow et al., 2009) offers an improved capability in this study to simulate the horizontal
scavenger well. The chloride concentrations are monitored at the six locations (M1-M6)
surrounding the scavenger well. Running the complex groundwater flow and solute transport
model takes over 16 hours. Literally, using the physically based simulation model to derive optimal
saltwater scavenging strategies is impossible because of massive runs of simulation models in
optimization process. Instead, in what follows, this study aims to develop affordable and feasible
response surface surrogate models (Razavi et al., 2012) to improve the computational efficiency
in the groundwater remediation design.
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Figure 4.4. Saltwater intrusion in the “2,000-foot” sand on Dec. 31, 2009 at depth around 670 m
below land surface

Figure 4.5. The focal area in Figure 4.4. EB-630 and EB-1150 are public supply wells. M1, M2,
M3, M4, M5 and M6 are the control points as potential monitoring wells. The mesh represents
clay.
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4.2 Methodology
4.2.1 Experimental design and sampling
In order to train and test response surface surrogate models, a number of simulation
scenarios are needed through a numerical experimental design. Each scenario includes a
configuration of explanatory variables (extraction rates of the scavenger well) and response
variables (chloride concentrations at monitoring wells). In this study, the training samples and
testing samples are generated independently, but in the same sampling way. The key steps in this
implementation are as follows:
1. Selecting an input dataset. A well distributed input dataset helps capture the complexity
of the underlying (original) system over limited ranges of the variables. A variety of space-filling
techniques (Garud et al., 2017) are available to sample the input design space. For example,
random sampling is a very common method of producing training data, but may suffer from an
unbalanced sample within the domain of interest. A conventional full factorial design may be
deemed extremely large and beyond the computational budget typically when the original function
is computationally expensive. In this study, the Optimal Latin Hypercube (OLH) sampling method
is employed. The approach adopts the maximum minimum distance (MAXIMIN distance)
criterion, i.e., maximizing the minimum distance between points among the configurations. It
partitions each input distribution into a number of intervals of equal probability and randomly
selects one sample from these subintervals (Tang, 1993).
2. Performing model simulation. The input dataset is then used to perform an ensemble of
solute transport model simulations, which result in a number of outputs. These outputs together
with their respective inputs provide the input-output samples, which are used to train and test
surrogate models.
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Apart from that, the sampling size can be a limiting factor that affects the suitability of the
response surface surrogate. For example, in an overdetermined system, at least (n + 1)(n + 2) / 2
input-output samples are required to determine coefficients in a second-order polynomial
regression model, where n is the number of explanatory variables.
4.2.2 Response surface surrogate models
Consider that Ck is the predicted chloride concentration (a response variable) at a
monitoring well k and q1 , q2 ,..., qn are n extraction rates (explanatory variables) in a time series for
the horizontal scavenger well. A regression surrogate model in terms of a second-order polynomial
function can be formulated as
n

n

n

n

ln Ck = 0,k +  i ,k qi +  ij ,k qi q j +  ii ,k qi2 +  k ,
i =1

i =1 j =1
j i
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where ln Ck is the natural logarithm of chloride concentration at monitoring well k at the end of
remediation period;
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are the regression coefficients;
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2
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q are the quadratic

is the error term of the

surrogate, and n is the number of explanatory variables. For a full form, the total number of the
regression coefficients is (n + 1)(n + 2) / 2 .
The responses at multiple monitoring wells using surrogates are as follows:

ln C = BQ + E ,

(8)

where
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where lnC is the response vector, Q is the explanatory vector, B is the coefficient matrix, E is
the error vector, K is the number of responses (the number of monitoring wells); and superscript T
is the transpose operator.
4.2.3 Training of surrogate models
To select significant terms in equation (7), this study applies backward stepwise regression
(Draper and Smith, 2014) analysis, which is an effective technique to do so since it supports
automatic selection in cases where there are a lot of potential explanatory variables with no anterior
knowledge to be used to conduct surrogate selection.
The equations for each training sample point (1,2,…,M) are stacked together and are
written in the following multiple linear regression form:
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(13)

where M is the number of training samples. In each step of backward selection, given the training
samples, the linear regression coefficient vector ( β ) can be obtained through the maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE) approach with assumed normal error. In this process, there exists
uncertainty from the estimated regression coefficients. The probability distribution of the
regression coefficient estimators (βˆ ) can be approximated by a multivariate normal distribution
(Anderson and Mathématicien, 1958) with the derived mean vector and covariance matrix. Since
this process is inferring regression models from the data, uncertainty inevitably exists after
selecting components for regression models.
4.2.4 Performance evaluation of surrogate models
In this study, prediction performance of the developed surrogate models are evaluated by
five statistical metrics: R-square (R2), root mean square error (RMSE), F-value, p-value and mean
absolute relative error (  ) based on the samples as follows:
N
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1 N
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where N is the number of samples; P denotes the number of regression parameters in the model;

C (i ) is the chloride concentration value at sample i from the solute transport model; C (i ) is the
chloride concentration value at sample i from the surrogate model, ln C is the average logconcentration of all samples from the solute transport model. The p-value is the probability of the
F-value being greater than the F-statistic.
A higher R2 will result in a better fitting. The smaller the RMSE and

 , the more accurate

the surrogate model will be. The p-value is the probability of the F-value being greater than the Fstatistics. A surrogate with a high F-value or a small p-value is desired.
4.2.5 Chance-constrained mitigation design
Figure 4.5 shows the focal area of saltwater intrusion and a potential horizontal scavenger
well in the middle of the domain. Considering the salt plume transport, six (6) control points as
potential monitoring wells surround the horizontal scavenger well to gauge the chloride
concentration passing through. Two public supply wells are behind the control points. To simplify
the mitigation design, the location of the potential horizontal scavenger well and the potential
monitoring wells are pre-specified. The objective function is to minimize the total extraction rate
from the horizontal scavenger well subjected that chloride concentrations at monitoring wells are
below a predefined maximum contamination level (MCL). Concentration prediction uncertainties
from surrogate model structure and model parameters are considered in terms of probability. The
mitigation design is the following:
n

minimize

q ,
i =1

(18)

i

subject to
pk ( ln Ck (q1 , q2 ,

, qn )  ln CMCL )   ,

(19)
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qmin  qi  qmax ,
where

qi

(20)

is the extraction rate of the horizontal scavenger well for the extraction period i, CMCL

is the maximum concentration level (MCL) of chloride concentration, n is the number of extraction
periods, pk is the probability that the predicted chloride concentration at monitoring well k
satisfies the MCL constraint,

 [0,1] is the confidence level, and qmin qmax are the lower and

upper limits of extraction rates of the horizontal scavenger well. ln Ck is predicted by a response
surface surrogate model in equation (7) or a number of surrogate models. Totally, there are k
nonlinear probabilistic constraints.
Equation (19) accounts for the uncertainty of prediction concentration in meeting the
design constraint, ln Ck < ln CMCL , which is equivalent to its deterministic form
ln Ck ( ) = F −1 ( ;  1 ,  2 ,...)  ln CMCL ,

where

(21)

F −1 is the inverse cumulative distribution function (cdf) of ln Ck , and  1 ,  2 , are the

statistical moments of the probability density function (pdf) of ln Ck . This study considers that the
natural logarithm of chloride concentration follows a normal distribution, equation (19) can be
expressed as

ln Ck ( ) = E[ln Ck ] +  −1 ( ) Var[ln Ck ]  ln CMCL ,

(22)

where E[ln Ck ] is the expectation of ln Ck , Var[ln Ck ] is the variance of ln Ck ,  −1 ( ) is the
inverse cdf of the standard normal distribution function (or the z score) at the confidence level  .

ln Ck ( ) is the  confidence bound for ln Ck . In this study, an interior point method (Potra and
Wright, 2000) is employed to solve the chance-constrained nonlinear minimization problem to
find the optimal extraction rates.
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4.2.6 Bayesian model averaging
This study adopts the Bayesian model averaging to account for predicting uncertainty of
concentration, which arises from the non-uniqueness in surrogate models and uncertainty in
surrogate model parameters. Consider that a set of surrogate models, gi, is developed to predict
chloride concentration in monitoring wells. According to the law of total expectation, the mean
predicted ln Ck by the surrogate models is

E (ln Ck D) =  E (ln Ck ,i gi , D) Pr( gi D) ,

(23)

i

where E (ln Ck D) is the mean predicted lnC at monitoring well k given training samples D that are
derived from the solute transport model, E (ln Ck ,i g i , D) is the mean predicted lnC monitoring
well k from surrogate model i given training samples D, and Pr( g i D) is the posterior model
probability for surrogate model i. E (ln Ck D) represents E[ln Ck ] in equation (22).
Based on the law of total variance, the variance of the predicted lnCk is
Var (ln Ck D) = Var (ln Ck ,i gi , D) Pr( gi D) +  ( E (ln Ck ,i gi , D) − E (ln Ck D) ) Pr( gi D) ,
2

i

(24)

i

where Var (ln Ck D) represents Var[ln Ck ] in equation (22). The first term at the right side of
equation (24) denotes the within-model variance of the predicted lnCk, which comes from the
uncertainty in the estimated regression coefficients. The second term at the right side of equation
(24) is the between-model variance of the predicted mean lnCk, which in this case comes from the
uncertainty of regression function structure. After a surrogate model is trained, the mean and
covariance matrix of estimated regression coefficients can be derived by the linear statistical
analysis under the normal distribution assumption (Bard, 1974). In this study, a Monte Carlo
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simulation was conducted on the regression coefficients to derive E (ln Ck ,i g i , D) and
Var (ln Ck ,i gi , D) for each surrogate model.

4.2.7 Bayesian model averaging with Akaike weights
This study conducts model selection on the basis of AICc criterion in order to estimate the
amount of information lost when a probability distribution model is used to approximate the true
probability distribution, which is called Kullback-Leibler (K-L) information (Kullback and Leibler,
1951). The Akaike information criterion is an asymptotically unbiased estimator of the expected
relative K-L information quantity. Using AICc, the models are easily ranked from best to worst
based on the data. However, when the AICc differences are very small, making inference from
only one best model may lead to poor accuracy of model predictions. Hence, this study considers
Bayesian model averaging with Akaike weights to conduct multimodel inference from data.
The posterior model probability for surrogate model g i can be calculated using Bayes’
rule as follows:
Pr( gi D) =

Pr(D gi ) Pr( gi )
,
 Pr(D gi ) Pr( gi )

(25)

i

where Pr( gi ) is the prior model probability of surrogate model g i . Pr( D g i ) is the marginal
likelihood of surrogate model g i . It is a common practice to consider equal prior model probability
for surrogate models.
The Akaike weights to approximate the marginal likelihood are as follows:
Pr( D gi ) = exp ( − 12 AICci ) ,

(26)
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where AICc is the Akaike information criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1978; Akaike, 1979) with a
correction (Burnham and Anderson, 2004) when training sample size (M) is small compared to
the number of model parameters (P) (say M/P < 40):
AICc = AIC +

2P(P+1)
,
M-P-1

(27)

The Akaike information criterion is:
AICi = −2 ln L( gi βˆ i , D) + 2 P ,

(28)

where L( gi βˆ i , D) is the maximum likelihood; βˆ i is the maximum-likelihood estimated regression
coefficient vector for the surrogate model g i given the training data D .
As more model parameters are included in the surrogate model, the first term in the AIC,
representing the goodness of fit, becomes smaller. However, the second term, representing model
complexity, becomes larger. AICc follows the parsimony principle to combine estimation and
model selection. The best model has the minimum AICc value.
Substituting equation (26) into equation (25), Akaike weights using AICc can be derived
as follows:
Pr( gi D) =

exp ( − 12 AICci )

 exp ( −

1
2

AICci )

,

(29)

i

where AICci = AICci − AICcmin , AICcmin is the minimum AICc value of all surrogate models
for each monitoring well. The total AICc weights is unity, i.e.,

 Pr( g
i

i

D) = 1 . In the context of

BMA, the AIC facilitates the posterior model probability calculation. i = AICci represents the
information loss of surrogate model i relative to the best model. As a rule of thumb, models with

i  2 receive substantial support, models with 4  i  7 have considerably less support, and
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models with i  10 receive no support (Burnham and Anderson, 2004) . When AICci are very
small, the acceptance of only the best surrogate model gives rise to a false sense of confidence.
Instead, multi-model inference is desirable. For this study, surrogate models with i  6 (Occam’s
window) are discarded. Therefore, the number of surrogates may vary given different target
monitoring wells.
The overall methodology can be presented in a simplified flowchart, as shown in Figure
4.6, which involves two parts: multimodel inference and groundwater remediation design under
uncertainty.

Figure 4.6. The flowchart of methodology
4.3 Numerical application
4.3.1 Study area
The historical chloride concentration data suggest that the public supply wells (EB-630 and
EB-1150) have been threatened by saltwater intrusion at the “2,000-foot” sand due to heavy
pumping in the Industrial District. To mitigate this problem, a horizontal scavenger well is
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designed close to the Baton Rouge fault in order to extract the saline water and protect the public
supply wells. Figure 4.5 shows the focal area where a potential horizontal scavenger well is located
at the center. The six monitoring wells (M1 to M6) surround the scavenger well. The horizontal
scavenger well has a screen length of 400 m with a diameter of 0.5 m. The well depth is 673.8 m
below land surface. The revised Multi-Node Well (MNW2) Package (Konikow et al., 2009) is
used in this study to simulate the horizontal scavenger well. This study chooses ten years as a
remediation duration.
4.3.2 Samples collection and processing
This study explores the effect of groundwater quality recovery with a duration of 10 years,
from 2000 to 2009. Assuming constant pumping rate within a year, we have 10 total decision
variables which are q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6, q7, q8, q9 and q10, respectively. Combinations of different
pumping rates (explanatory variables) for each year comprises the input design space. 200 sets of
pumping rates are generated based on the OLH sampling method in the desired range [0, 10000
m3/d]. Then, all the designed pumping rates are used as input to the calibrated solute transport
simulation model and construct initial chloride concentrations as outputs at each monitoring
location. Thus, a dataset including 200 samples is used for training the response surface surrogates.
For data processing, pumping rates are normalized between 0 and 1. After the training samples are
prepared, the next step is to estimate the coefficient vector ( β ) through the maximum likelihood
estimation approach. Besides, an independent testing set of 100 samples is generated for model
validation. Since the developed solute transport model is computationally expensive, this data
collection process is implemented on a multi-core supercomputer to facilitate data generation.
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4.4 Results and discussion
4.4.1 Model performance evaluation
A stepwise regression approach is adopted for model inference from the 200 training
samples. Then, based on the calculated AICc values, surrogate models with ΔAICc≤6 are selected
for model averaging. Table 4.1 lists the preferred surrogate models g i at different monitoring wells

M i . The function forms of g i are different for different monitoring wells. For example, g1 for M1
is different from g1 for M2, etc. Given the selection criterion (ΔAICc≤6), different BMA models
have different number of surrogates g i . The function forms of the surrogates are not provided here
due to limited space.
Table 4.1. AICC values and Akaike weights (ω) of selected surrogates with AICc  6 for
different monitoring wells.
Model
(gi)

M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

AICC

ω

AICC

g1

-917.079

0.6661

-742.090

0.6596

-761.405

0.6322

-413.933

0.7457

-864.643

0.4756

-749.645

0.4576

g2

-915.024

0.2385

-740.242

0.2618

-759.409

0.2331

-411.351

0.2051

-863.500

0.2686

-748.672

0.2813

g3

-913.193

0.0954

-737.835

0.0786

-758.313

0.1347

-408.496

0.0492

-862.345

0.1508

-747.385

0.1478

g4

-860.855

0.0716

-746.021

0.0748

g5

-859.332

0.0334

-744.696

0.0385

ω

AICC

ω

AICC

ω

AICC

ω

AICC

ω

To rigorously assess the predicting performance of the surrogates, R-square, p-value,
RMSE and  are calculated in this study. Table 4.2 presents the results for the training samples.
Table 4.3 presents the validation results for the testing samples. Besides, all the calculated p values
are much less than 0.0001, which means that the proposed regression models are statistically
significant. In summary, Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 show that individual surrogates perform well
with respect to the solute transport simulation model. Moreover, from Table 4.3, the BMA models
outperform the best models ( g1 ) at M 2 , M 4 and M 6 based on the R-square criterion. When
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considering root mean square error (RMSE) criterion, BMA models generally outperform the best
models except at M 5 . Similarly, BMA models perform better than the best models except at M1
and M 5 . Relatively, the errors are high at the well M 4 considering some noisy chloride
concentrations in the specific samples. But overall it is accurate enough for prediction.
Although the best model performance is slightly better than that of BMA model at some
locations under a certain criterion, the BMA model is recommended instead of a stand-alone
surrogate model. Especially, for cases with pumping data beyond the training and test datasets, the
BMA model could provide a more reliable and conservative solution.
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Table 4.2. Model performance evaluation for the training samples. M i is monitoring location i.
g1 is the best model with minimum AICc value.
Performance on
training data

M1
(k=1)

M2
(k=2)

M3
(k=3)

M4
(k=4)

M5
(k=5)

M6
(k=6)

R-square

Model case
BMA

0.980

0.973

0.975

0.879

0.971

0.946

g1

0.981

0.972

0.975

0.878

0.970

0.945

g2

0.979

0.974

0.975

0.879

0.971

0.946

g3

0.975

0.970

0.974

0.879

0.971

0.945

g4

0.969

0.941

g5

0.965

0.937

RMSE
BMA

0.0070

0.0112

0.0086

0.0371

0.0080

0.0303

g1

0.0070

0.0112

0.0086

0.0369

0.0081

0.0303

g2

0.0070

0.0112

0.0086

0.0372

0.0080

0.0302

g3

0.0075

0.0113

0.0087

0.0368

0.0080

0.0316

0.0077

0.0371

0.0076

0.0347

g4
g5
Mean absolute relative error



(%)

BMA

0.0896

0.1461

0.1188

0.5572

0.0790

0.3010

g1

0.0894

0.1468

0.1194

0.5583

0.0794

0.3014

g2

0.0886

0.1470

0.1178

0.5653

0.0799

0.3009

g3

0.0961

0.1455

0.1202

0.5558

0.0796

0.3233

g4

0.0801

0.3681

g5

0.0787

0.3370
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Table 4.3. Model performance evaluation for the testing samples.
Performance
on testing data

M1
(k=1)

M2
(k=2)

M3
(k=3)

M4
(k=4)

M5
(k=5)

M6
(k=6)

R-square

Model case
BMA

0.970

0.962

0.958

0.863

0.971

0.954

g1

0.971

0.961

0.959

0.862

0.973

0.953

g2

0.968

0.963

0.961

0.864

0.967

0.953

g3

0.962

0.957

0.952

0.853

0.971

0.954

g4

0.965

0.957

g5

0.963

0.954

RMSE
BMA

0.0081

0.0145

0.0151

0.0451

0.0082

0.0176

g1

0.0081

0.0147

0.0154

0.0452

0.0081

0.0181

g2

0.0082

0.0143

0.0150

0.0448

0.0084

0.0175

g3

0.0090

0.0142

0.0147

0.0461

0.0085

0.0173

g4

0.0084

0.0275

g5

0.0084

0.0169

Mean absolute relative error



(%)

BMA

0.1079

0.1909

0.1991

0.6065

0.1009

0.2412

g1

0.1072

0.1929

0.2031

0.6092

0.0991

0.2443

g2

0.1080

0.1882

0.1961

0.5967

0.1032

0.2340

g3

0.1172

0.1880

0.1931

0.6069

0.1053

0.2356

g4

0.1029

0.3297

g5

0.1013

0.2475

For BMA model performance, Figure 4.7 describes a comparison between natural
logarithms of the simulated chloride concentrations and those from the BMA surrogates on the
200 training samples. Overall, BMA models fit the data well and have strong predictive
capabilities. Figure 4.8 presents the comparison between natural logarithms of the simulated
chloride concentrations and those from the BMA surrogates on the 100 independent testing
samples at each monitoring location. The lnC values obtained from BMA surrogates match well
with those from the solute transport simulation model. It is concluded that the developed BMA
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surrogate models perform well in the input design space and can be used for simulating chloride
concentrations. Also, compared to the time-consuming solute transport model with running time
of over 16 hours, the BMA surrogate only takes seconds for single run, which makes the
simulation-optimization framework possible. In this study, the surrogate-assisted optimization
approach generally takes less than one hour to converge to the optimal solution depending on the
number of iterations in different cases. In contrast, the optimal solution could be obtained with
thousands of hours using the non-surrogate optimization method. Therefore, the statistical learning
method has the ability to build accurate models with strong predictive capabilities and hence
constitutes a valuable means for saving efforts in groundwater remediation design.

Figure 4.7. Simulated natural logarithm of concentration (mg/L) vs. those from the BMA
surrogates on the 200 training samples.
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Figure 4.8. Model validation: simulated natural logarithm of concentration (mg/L) vs. those from
the BMA surrogates on the 100 testing samples.

4.4.2 BMA-CC for identifying horizontal scavenger well extraction strategy
Given each surrogate model, 100 realizations of the regression coefficients are sampled
from the multivariate normal distribution provided by the MLE. Then the generated values are
used in regression functions to derive the ensemble mean from equation (23) and total variance
based on equation (24) of the predicted concentrations given extraction rates. The MCL of chloride
concentration is set to be 250 mg/L (i.e., CMCL = 250 mg/L). Present study utilizes the interior
point method to solve the chance-constrained nonlinear minimization problem and find the optimal
extraction rates. The function and constraint tolerances are set to 10-3. During the optimization
process, the ensemble mean and variance of the predicted concentrations are recalculated by the
updated extraction rates.
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Besides, this study also conducts another two cases for comparison. One is the best model
case that involves only minimum AICc model at each monitoring location for deriving optimal
extraction rates. The other is the worst model case with maximum AICc models. Figure 4.9
presents the tradeoff between confidence level and minimum average extraction rate using the
horizontal scavenger well for the 10-year remediation period, for the three cases: the best model
case, the BMA model case and the worst model case. Overall, a higher extraction rate is needed to
guarantee a higher chance of satisfying the MCL. Taking the BMA model case for example, if the
optimization problem described in equations (18) to (20) is solved with a confidence level of 75%,
the optimal average pumping rate is 7,788 m3/d while a pumping rate of 7,828 m3/d could achieve
a probability of 85% that the chloride concentrations at all monitoring locations are less than 250
mg/L. Without the horizontal scavenger well, groundwater flow direction could not be altered and
public supply wells would not be protected. Besides, when the confidence level is less than 20%,
the solutions among the three cases are close to each other. However, as the confidence level goes
higher, the gap becomes higher. In this study, given the same confidence level, the extraction rate
from the worst model case is overestimated and biased when compared with BMA-based
optimization. In addition, the solutions from the BMA model case are close to those from best
model case; and both of them give a relatively lower pumping rate. For example, an average
pumping rate of 7,856 m3/d can satisfy the chance constraints with 90% confidence level if the
BMA model is used, while 7,839 m3/d is needed for the best model case and 7,901 m3/d for the
worst model case. This is because the best model with minimum AICc has a higher weight in the
model averaging while the worst model with maximum AICc accounts for a relatively lower
weight. Also, both cases represent the results that only consider the prediction variance from model
parameter uncertainty. However, the BMA model case incorporates multiple models and considers
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both within-model variance and between-model variance. Therefore, the AICc-based BMA-CC
model is robust and remediation strategies based on the BMA-CC model are more reliable.
Moreover, it indicates that the BMA model case would be a good choice, especially for forecasting.

Figure 4.9. Tradeoff between confidence level and minimum average extraction rate of the
horizontal scavenger well for three cases.

The within-model variances and between-model variances are calculated based on the first
and the second terms of equation (24), as shown in Figure 4.10. The result shows that the withinmodel variances dominate the between-model variances. That is because there are many model
parameters in the regression surrogate models. Relatively, the between-model variances account
for a low proportion since this study considers statistical models with AICc  6 based on
Occam’s window and the selected models have similar structures. However, between-model
variance can affect model performance, especially in the case where the model structures are
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significantly different. Nevertheless, between-model variances should be considered to construct
a robust ensemble model.

Figure 4.10. Model variance comparison
4.4.3 Impact of MCLs on pumping schedule design
To examine the effect of different MCLs on pumping strategies, we investigate the optimal
extraction rates with the MCL to be 250 mg/L and 300 mg/L. Figure 4.11 displays the optimal
pumping schedules from the BMA-CC method for the two cases given the confidence level of
90%. The optimal extraction rates are 4,808, 8,555, 5,661, 6,542, 7,932, 9,333, 8,438, 9,822, 8,154
and 9,311 m3/d, respectively, with an average of 7,856 m3/d if we target 90% chance that the
predicted chloride concentrations at all the six monitoring wells to be less than 250 mg/L. Similarly,
at the same confidence level, given the condition MCL = 300 mg/L, the ten yearly extraction rates
are 2,241, 2,942, 3,715, 4,405, 6,302, 8,807, 7,631, 9,879, 5,905 and 8,593 m3/d, respectively, with
an average of 6,042 m3/d. As the MCL is relaxed, the optimal extraction rates at most years are
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generally reduced except for the year 2007, where the two extraction rates are almost the same.
While under a stricter MCL, higher extraction rates would be needed. Besides, under each MCL,
all of the temporal periods play significant roles in the saltwater intrusion mitigation process. The
scavenger well would extract more in years 2005, 2007 and 2009, which contribute the most to the
total extraction rate. These high extraction rates are needed because the remediation period is short,
only 10 years. If the remediation period is much longer, it is expected that the load of operation
would be reduced.

Figure 4.11. Optimal pumping schedule comparison under two MCLs.

4.4.4 Saltwater intrusion mitigation effect
The saltwater intrusion mitigation effect is verified by using the optimized pumping
schedule as inputs to the solute transport model. Figure 4.12a shows chloride concentration
distribution through the solute transport model at the end of 10 years without the horizontal
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scavenger well; and Figure 4.12b shows the chloride concentration distribution through the solute
transport model at the end of the remediation period. In this case, the optimal pumping schedule
of the horizontal scavenger well is identified through the BMA-CC approach given the MCL =
250 mg/L at the confidence level of 90%. The ten extraction rates from

q1

to

q10

are 4,808,

8,555, 5,661, 6,542, 7,932, 9,333, 8,438, 9,822, 8,154 and 9,311 m3/d, respectively. It is observed
that the public supply wells (EB-630 and EB-1150) have already experienced saltwater intrusion
before any remediation strategy. When using the horizontal scavenger well, the saltwater plume
can be retreated; and the saltwater encroachment problem can be mitigated to some extent. Figure
4.13 presents the chloride concentration variations of the two public supply wells during the
remediation period. Chloride concentrations of the wells are reduced a lot because a large volume
of saltwater are extracted from the aquifer. Hence, this remediation design is effective for reducing
chloride concentrations and protect the public supply wells from the saltwater intrusion threat.
Generally, it can be predicted that with higher MCL criterion, less extraction rates are needed to
ensure the same probability of meeting the management constraints and hence reduce the saltwater
encroachment.
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Figure 4.12. (a) Chloride concentration (mg/L) through the simulation model at the end of 10 years
without a scavenger well, and (b) chloride concentration (mg/L) through the simulation model at
the end of 10 years with the horizontal scavenger well. The mesh represents sand cells.

Figure 4.13. Time-series chloride concentration at two public supply wells with and without the
horizontal scavenger well (a) EB-630 and (b) EB-1150
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4.5 Conclusions
The response surface surrogates are proven to be effective to represent the outputs of a
time-consuming physically based saltwater intrusion model. Using the regression surrogate
models is crucial for considerably reducing computation time in the aquifer remediation design
due to massive runs of the groundwater simulation model. For this study, the computation time
using second-order polynomial response surface surrogates is at least three orders of magnitude
faster than that using the solute transport model without sacrificing accuracy. Using higher-order
polynomial response surface surrogates may dramatically increase model complexity while linear
response surface surrogates may be too simple and cause significant model errors. As a
consequence, the second-order polynomial response surface surrogates are very appealing to our
study as the surrogates dramatically reduce the computation burden in optimization without
sacrificing modeling accuracy.
The effectiveness of saltwater scavenging approach depends on reliable chloride
concentration prediction. This study develops a rigorous simulation-optimization framework that
utilizes multiple surrogate models for chloride concentration prediction and quantifies uncertainty
of using surrogates in saltwater scavenging optimization. The AICc-based BMA predictions may
not always outperform all the individual surrogates in the ensemble, but this robust approach
incorporates multiple models, and hence produces relatively reliable chloride concentration
predictions. The chance-constrained (CC) programming proves to be effective to cope with
uncertainty in probabilistic nonlinear chloride constraints. The AICc-based BMA approach in
conjunction with ensemble-surrogate-assisted CC programming provides more reliable optimal
saltwater scavenging strategies than those from single-surrogate modeling. To authors’ best
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knowledge, this approach has not been previously applied to quantify surrogate model structure
and parameter uncertainties in the context of saltwater intrusion mitigation design.
In this study, the gradient-based interior point method is highly effective to solve the
surrogate-assisted optimization problem. While none of nonlinear optimization algorithms can
guarantee global solutions, the optimal solutions derived from the interior point method are
sufficient for this study.
Using a hypothetical horizontal scavenger well to extract salty water for a deep aquifer is
the first test for urban cities where land properties are generally limited and difficult to obtain for
installing multiple wells. The complex groundwater model is able to determine a suitable position
for the horizontal scavenger well in the aquifer. The optimal extraction schedule for the scavenger
well is successfully achieved through the proposed framework, where the simulation, multisurrogate model inference, and chance-constrained optimization programming are unified. The
optimal extraction schedule is also verified through the solute transport model that the nonlinear
chloride constraints are met.
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CHAPTER 5. BAYESIAN SET PAIR ANALYSIS AND MACHINE
LEARNING BASED ENSEMBLE SURROGATES FOR OPTIMAL MULTIAQUIFER SYSTEM REMEDIATION DESIGN
Surrogate models are often adopted to substitute computationally intensive groundwater
simulation models for aquifer management due to their high effectiveness and computing
efficiency. However, solutions of using only one surrogate model are prone to large prediction
uncertainty. This study compares individual surrogate models and an ensemble surrogate model in
an optimal groundwater remediation design problem. Three machine learning based surrogate
models (response surface regression model, artificial neural network and support vector machine)
were developed to replace a high-fidelity solute transport model for predicting saltwater intrusion.
An optimal Latin hypercube design was employed to generate training and testing datasets. Set
pair analysis was employed to construct a more reliable ensemble surrogate and to address
prediction uncertainty arising from individual surrogate models. Bayesian set pair weights were
derived by utilizing full information from both training and testing data and improved typical set
pair weights. The individual and ensemble surrogate models were applied to the salinization
remediation problem in the Baton Rouge area, southeast Louisiana. The optimal remediation
design includes two conflicting objectives: minimizing total groundwater extraction from a
horizontal scavenger well while maximizing chloride concentration difference to the MCL
(maximum contamination level) at monitoring locations. NSGA-II (Non-dominated Sorting
Genetic Algorithm II) was employed to solve the nonlinear optimization model and obtain Paretooptimal pumping schedules. The optimal pumping schedules from ensemble surrogate models and
individual surrogate models were verified by the solute transport model. The study found that
Bayesian set pair analysis builds robust ensemble surrogates and accounts for model prediction
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uncertainty. The ensemble-surrogate-assisted optimization model provides stable and reliable
solutions while considerably alleviating computational burden.
5.1 Saltwater intrusion mitigation in the Baton Rouge aquifer system
Due to excessive groundwater withdrawals, many water wells in Baton Rouge, Louisiana
have been threatened by the salinization. Some hydraulic control approaches have been utilized to
mitigate this problem occurring in Baton Rouge aquifer system. A connector well (EB-1293) has
been proposed to draw native groundwater from the “800-foot” sand and inject it into the “1,500foot” sand, as illustrated in Figure 5.1(a). The CAGWCC installed EB-1293 between the municipal
supply wells on Government Street and the freshwater-saltwater interface in the "1,500-foot" sand.
The connector well started to operate since 1999 as an initial test of a recharge barrier to mitigate
saltwater encroachment in the “1,500-foot” sand. Besides, a coupled two-well scavenging system
(EB-1424) has been installed and been in operation in 2014 to extract saltwater in the “1,500-foot”
sand, as illustrated in Figure 5.1(b). Since the “2,000-foot” sand was the most heavily pumped by
the industrial users, elevated chloride concentrations have been monitored at the public supply
wells and industrial wells, see Figure 4.4. However, currently there is no hydraulic approaches
focusing on mitigating the salinization of the “2,000-foot” sand. This study particularly focuses on
mitigation of the saltwater intrusion issue in the “2,000-foot” sand and determine robust, feasible,
and least-cost remediation designs by considering the scavenging approaches.
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Figure 5.1. Hydraulic control techniques on saltwater encroachment: (a) freshwater injection
through the connector well between “800-foot” sand and “1,500-foot” sand; and (b) saltwater
scavenging using scavenger well at “1,500-foot” sand. Red areas are salty water. Black bars in
sands are well screens.
The simulated leading edge of 250 mg/L chloride concentration on Dec. 31, 2009 is shown
in Figure 5.2. Considering salt source (Bray and Hanor, 1990) and chloride transport, a horizontal
scavenger well (Figure 5.2) is designed close to the Baton Rouge fault to extract saline water and
protect public supply wells. The horizontal scavenger well is located about at 674.8 m below land
surface with a screen length of 400 m and a diameter of 0.5 m. The revised Multi-Node Well
(MNW2) Package (Konikow et al., 2009) offers an improved capability in this study to simulate
the horizontal scavenger well. The chloride concentrations are monitored at the six locations (M1M6) surrounding the scavenger well. Running the complex groundwater flow and solute transport
model takes over 16 hours. Literally, using the physically based simulation model to derive optimal
saltwater scavenging strategies is impossible because of massive runs of simulation models in
optimization process. Thus, this study utilizes machine learning based ensemble surrogate models
to simulate saltwater intrusion mitigation process, and then develops an aquifer management
model for the “2,000-foot” sand in order to identify optimal saltwater scavenging strategies.
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Figure 5.2. Blue line represents chloride concentration 250 mg/L leading edge of salt plume on
Dec. 31, 2009 at depth around 670 m below land surface. EB-1028 is USGS observation well
screened at the “2000-foot” sand. M1, M2, M3, M4, M5 and M6 are the control points as potential
monitoring wells. Red bar is the proposed horizontal scavenger well. The dark blue area represents
clay facies.

5.2 Methodology
5.2.1 Surrogate models
5.2.1.1 Response surface regression (RSR) models
Consider that Ck is the predicted chloride concentration response at a monitoring well k
and q1 , q2 ,..., qn are n extraction rates in a time series for the horizontal scavenger well. A
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regression surrogate model in terms of a second-order polynomial function (Razavi et al., 2012;
Yin and Tsai, 2018) is adopted to predict ln Ck :
n

n

n

n

ln Ck = 0,k +  i ,k qi +  ij ,k qi q j +  ii ,k qi2 +  k ,
i =1

i =1 j =1
j i

(30)

i =1

where ln Ck is the natural logarithm of chloride concentration at monitoring well k;  0,k is the
n

intercept term,   i ,k qi are the linear terms;
i =1

n

n

 ij ,k qi q j are the interaction terms;
i =1 j =1
j i

the quadratic terms; i ,k and  ij , k are the regression coefficients;

k

n


i =1

2
ii , k i

q are

is the error term of the

surrogate, and n is the number of explanatory variables. For a full form, the total number of the
regression coefficients is (n + 1)(n + 2) / 2 .
To train the surrogate models and select significant terms in equation (30), this study adopts
backward stepwise regression (Draper and Smith, 2014) analysis, which is an effective technique
to do so since it supports automatic selection in cases where there are a lot of potential explanatory
variables with no anterior knowledge to be used to conduct surrogate selection. The equations for
each training sample point are stacked together and are written in the following multiple linear
regression form:
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...  i ,k    k(1) 
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... 
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(31)

where M is the number of training samples. In each step of backward selection, given the training
samples, the regression coefficients can be obtained through the maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE) approach.
Equation (30) presents the full form of the second-order polynomial RSR model. As more
model parameters are included in the model, the bias decreases while the variance increases. To
get a trade-off between bias and variance following the principle of parsimony, this study conducts
model selection based on the Akaike information criterion correction (AICc) (Akaike, 1979),
where the models are inferred and ranked from the best to the worst based on the data. The best
model with the minimum AICc will be selected as one of the surrogate methods in the present
study.
5.2.1.2 Artificial neural networks (ANNs)
In the study, an artificial neural network (ANN) is adopted to learn the underlying
relationships between inputs (extraction rates) and outputs (chloride concentrations). A typical
ANN method is the multi-layer perceptron including one input layer, hidden layers and one output
layer. Following the guidelines (Anmala et al., 2000; Morshed and Kaluarachchi, 1998), this study
considers one hidden layer in the ANN. The mathematical formulation of the three-layer
feedforward ANN to predict ln Ck is:

 n

Oh , j = f h    j ,i qi + b j  ,
 i =1


(32)

 H

ln Ck = f o   o, j Oh , j + bo  ,
 j =1


(33)

where f h and f o are the activation functions for the hidden layer and the output layer, respectively;
b j and bo are the biases, which are used to adjust the mean value for input layer and hidden layer,
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respectively; n is the number of neurons in the input layer; H is the number of neurons in the hidden
layer; Oh , j is the jth output at the hidden layer;  j ,i are the synaptic weights between neurons in
the input layer and neurons in the hidden layer; and o, j are the synaptic weights between neurons
in the hidden layer and neurons in the output layer. In this study, the number of neurons (n) in the
input layer is the number of extraction rates. The number of neurons (H) in the hidden layer is the
same as the number of neurons in the input layer. The number of neurons in the output layer is the
number of output variables (chloride concentrations).
The learning process aims to calculate optimal weights for the synaptic connections
between artificial neurons by minimizing prediction error (Khalil et al., 2005). Given training
samples, the backpropagation algorithm with the Levenberg-Marquardt method was applied to
train the ANNs. Log-sigmoid function in the hidden layer ( f h ) and Purelin function in the output
layer ( f o ) were selected as activation functions for better performance. The training procedure
continues until (1) a specified maximum number of epochs is met; or (2) if the performance
gradient falls below a specified minimum gradient.
5.2.1.3 Support vector machines (SVMs)
A support vector machine represents a machine learning model for classification and
regression. This study uses the SVM as a regression method, which project the inputs (extraction
rates) into a high-dimensional feature space through a nonlinear mapping (Vapnik, 2013). By
performing such a mapping, the learning algorithm seeks to find a hyperplane for applying a linear
regression in the SVM formulation (Vapnik, 2013), which can be described by:

ln Ck =  i =1 i  i (q) + b 0 ,
m

(34)
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where the functions i (q )i =1 are the feature space representations of the extraction rates q = qi 
m

, m is the number of support vectors that contain the information necessary to capture the
hyperplane; ω = 1

2 ... m  are the SVM weights; b 0 is the bias. The nonlinear mapping

from q into a higher dimensional feature space  (q) is conducted by selecting a kernel function.
In this study, a Gaussian kernel function (Keerthi and Lin, 2003) is applied such that the nonlinear
problem can be converted into a linear problem. The goal is to determine b 0 , ω and the
corresponding m support vectors from training samples. In this study, the support vector machine
models are learned using training samples with extraction rates as inputs and chloride
concentrations as outputs.
5.2.1.4 Statistical assessment for model performance
Independent testing data are used to evaluate the model performance based on the criteria
in equations (35)-(38): Nash–Sutcliffe model efficiency coefficient (NSE), root mean square error
(RMSE), mean absolute relative error (MARE), and Pearson correlation coefficient (r), which are
expressed as follows:
N

NSE = 1 −

 (ln C
i =1
N

 (ln C
i =1

RMSE =

MARE =

(i )
k

1
N
1
N

− ln Ck ( i ) )2
,

− ln C k )

(i )
k

N

 (ln C
i =1

N


i =1

k

(i )

(35)

2

− ln Ck ( i ) ) 2 ,

(36)

ln Ck (i ) − ln Ck (i )
,
ln Ck (i )

(37)
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N

 ln C

r=

i =1

(i )
k

N

ln Ck (i ) − N ln Ck ln Ck

( (ln Ck (i ) ) 2 − N (ln Ck ) 2
i =1

,
N

 (ln C
i =1

(38)

) − N (ln Ck ) 2

(i ) 2
k

where N is the sample size; Ck ( i ) is the chloride concentration at sample i from the solute
transport model at monitoring location k; Ck ( i ) is the predicted chloride concentration at sample
i from a surrogate model at monitoring location k; ln C k is the mean log-concentration of all
samples from the solute transport model at monitoring location k; and ln Ck is the mean logconcentration of all samples from a surrogate model at monitoring location k.
5.2.2 Dataset generation
Developing a surrogate model involves learning from input-output datasets. The inputs
are the time-variant extraction rates of the horizontal scavenger well and outputs are the resulting
chloride concentrations at monitoring locations. The decision space is a multidimensional space
representing the combination of groundwater extraction rates from the scavenger well at different
time periods.
In this study, the training samples and testing samples were generated independently, but
in the same sampling way. First, given a desired range, an optimal Latin hypercube sampling
method (Tang, 1993) was employed to generate training data and testing data of extraction rates
(inputs) that well represent the entire decision space. This efficient approach adopts a maximum
minimum distance criterion, i.e., maximizing the minimum distance between samples. The
approach divides the cumulative distribution of each input variable into a number of equiprobable
intervals and randomly selects one sample from each subinterval. Secondly, once groundwater
extraction rates were generated, the training inputs and testing inputs were respectively used in
MODFLOW-2005 to obtain flow solutions, which were used in the MT3DMS transport model to
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obtain chloride concentrations. Then, the input-output datasets were used to train and test surrogate
models. The datasets were generated on a parallel computing platform because the numerical
simulation models are very time-consuming.
To further improve surrogate model performance, extraction rates (inputs) were sampled
in a desired range [0, 15,000 m3/d] and then normalized between 0 and 1. The simulated chloride
concentrations were transformed into natural logarithms as the response variables.
5.2.3 Ensemble surrogate models
5.2.3.1 Model averaging
The performance of a standalone surrogate model may not be stable due to that outputs
with large relative residuals (absolute values) may be obtained. The existence of such sample
points may render pumping rates obtained in optimization suboptimal or even infeasible. In this
study, set pair analysis (SPA) is introduced as an efficient method to build an ensemble model
which can limit the error of each sample. Information from set pairs constructed using model
predictions is used to calculate set pair weights. However, past studies only rely on the information
from testing data to assign set pair weights and ignore training data as a prior basis. Hence, to
derive a more reliable surrogate model, the present study adopts Bayesian set pair analysis as a
new method to construct weighted average ensemble surrogate models for saltwater scavenging
design and account for salinity prediction uncertainty of surrogate models.

ln Ck (q) =  s k , s ln Ck ,s (q) ,

(39)

where, Ck , s is the chloride concentration at monitoring location k predicted using the sth surrogate
model (s=1, 2, 3); k , s is model weight for the sth surrogate model.
5.2.3.2 Set pair weights
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SPA (Zhao and Xuan, 1996) considers the certainties and uncertainties from three aspects,
e.g., identity, discrepancy and contradistinction. Suppose that set A and a relative set B construct





a set pair S  A, B . For example, A = ln Ck(1) , ln Ck(2) ,..., ln Ck( N) is the set of N chloride
concentrations at monitoring location k by inputting N samples (training or testing) of extraction



(1)
(2)
(N)
rates to the simulation model; and B = ln Ck , ln Ck ,..., ln Ck



is the set of chloride

concentrations at monitoring location k by inputting N samples (training or testing) of extraction
rates to a surrogate model. Zhao and Xuan (1996) introduced a three-element connection degree
by classifying three characteristics between set A and set B into identity, discrepancy and
contradistinction as follows,

=

I D
T
+ i+
j,
N N
N

(40)

where,  is connection degree, I is the number of identical characteristic, D is the number of
discrepant characteristic, T is the number of contradictory characteristic, and I + D + T = N ; i is
the coefficient of discrepancy varying in [-1, 1], and j is the coefficient of contradistinction that
takes the value of -1. Besides, the discrepancy (D) can be further expanded, for example, (Feng et
al., 2014) introduced a four-element connection degree as follows,

=

D
I D1
T
+ i1 + 2 i2 +
j,
N N
N
N

(41)

where, D1 is the number of discrepant characteristic for mild discrepancy and D2 is the number of
discrepant characteristic for severe discrepancy.



(1)
(2)
(N)
Let Bs = ln Ck ,s ,ln Ck ,s ,...,ln Ck ,s



be the set of chloride concentrations at monitoring

location k estimated by the sth surrogate model. Then, the associated set pair is denoted by S  A, Bs 
. The set pair is classified into four categories according to the absolute relative residual (ARR)
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between the surrogate model prediction and the numerically simulated output: identity, mild
discrepancy, severe discrepancy, and contradistinction. In this study, the ARR values of less than
0.05% are considered as identical, ARR values between 0.05% and 0.13% are regarded as mild
discrepancy, ARR values between 0.13% and 0.20% are considered as severe discrepancy, and
ARR values more than 0.20% are contradistinction. The connection degree between the sth
surrogate model and the simulation model at monitoring location k can be obtained as

k , s

D2k ,s
I k ,s D1k ,s
T k ,s
=
+
i1 +
i2 +
j.
N
N
N
N

(42)

Typically, the uncertainty component coefficients of the discrepancy degrees i1 and i2 are 0.5
and -0.5, respectively. The uncertainty coefficient j of contradistinction is -1. The range of  k , s
is [-1,1]. Especially,  k , s = 1 means the sth surrogate model at monitoring location k is certain
where the surrogate prediction is considered identical to the simulated output; and  k , s = −1
means the sth surrogate model at monitoring location k is uncertain and the prediction output is
contradictory to the simulated output. Then, the set pair weight ( k ,s ) of the sth surrogate model
at monitoring location k is calculated by:

k ,s =

U k ,s
3

U
s =1

where



s

,

(43)

k ,s

k , s = 1 . U k , s can be expressed as:

U k , s = 0.5k ,s + 0.5 ,

(44)

where, the range of U k ,s is [0,1].
5.2.3.3 Bayesian set pair weights
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Previous studies only used testing samples to construct the set pair S  A, Bs  and then
calculate set pair weights. This study adopts Bayes’ rule to update the model weights from set pair
weights to Bayesian set pair weights by involving the training data as follows:

Pr( g k , s d) =

Pr(d g k ,s ) Pr( g k ,s )
3

 Pr(d g
s =1

k ,s

,

(45)

) Pr( g k ,s )

where g k , s represents a surrogate model, s that predicts lnC at monitoring location k, d is the testing
data; Pr( g k , s ) is the prior probability of surrogate model g k , s , Pr(d g k , s ) is the likelihood of the
surrogate model

gk ,s , and

Pr( g k , s d)

the posterior probability of surrogate model g k , s , which is

the Bayesian set pair weight. The set pair weights k ,s is considered as the prior probability when
using training samples as a basis to construct S  A, Bs  . The likelihood is calculated through U k ,s
in equation (44) when using testing data to construct S  A, Bs  . Therefore, the Bayesian set pair
weights can be derived as:
Pr( g k , s d) =

U k , sk ,s
3

U
s =1

k ,s

,

(46)

k ,s

The total weights is unity, i.e.,



s

Pr( g k , s d ) = 1 . U k , s is calculated using set pairs from testing data

and k ,s is calculated using set pairs from training data. Therefore, the ensemble predict is:

(

)

ln Ck ( q ) =  s Pr g k , s d ln Ck , s ( q ) , k .

(47)

The Bayesian set pair weights is a good choice for building a robust ensemble model
because the model weights are developed by considering data information from both training and
testing samples.
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5.2.4 Optimization model
5.2.4.1 Bi-objective saltwater scavenging optimization
This study proposes two conflicting objectives to deal with the saltwater intrusion problem
in the Baton Rouge area. Individual surrogate models and ensemble surrogate models are used to
predict chloride concentrations at the six (6) monitoring locations shown in Figure 5.2. The first
objective is to minimize groundwater extraction from the horizontal scavenger well as follows:
Minimize

n

q .
i =1

(48)

i

The second objective is to reduce chloride concentrations at the monitoring wells below a
predefined maximum contamination level (MCL) as much as possible, which is formulated as a
maximin problem:
Maximize minimum CMCL − C1 (q), CMCL − C2 (q),

, CMCL − Ck (q)  ,

(49)

where CMCL is the MCL of chloride concentration, and Ck is the chloride concentration at
monitoring well k at the end of management period.
The following constraint is needed to make sure chloride concentrations at the monitoring
wells below the MCL:

Ck (q)  CMCL , k .

(50)

The bound constraints for the extraction rates are:
qi ,min  qi  qi ,max ,

(51)

where qi ,min and qi ,max are the lower and upper limits of the extraction rate qi .
The chloride concentrations in equations (49) and (50) are predicted by individual surrogate
models in equations (30), (33), and (34) and by the ensemble surrogate models in equation (47).
5.2.4.2 Maximin objective transformation
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The maximin objective (equation (49)) is further transformed into a maximization
problem by introducing an additional variable z (Williams, 2013):
Maximize z,

(52)

subject to

z  CMCL − Ck (q) , k .

(53)

5.2.4.3 Multiobjective genetic algorithm
Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (Deb et al., 2002) is applied to solve the biobjective saltwater scavenging problem. The algorithm randomly generates candidate solutions
which are the groundwater extraction rates for different time periods within the remediation
horizon. All the generated candidate solutions are evaluated for feasibility and fitness. The NSGAⅡ adopts the genetic algorithm operators (cross-over, mutation and selection) to evolve the
candidate solutions generation by generation until termination criteria are satisfied. After each
generation, the candidate solutions are sorted into nondominated fronts based upon nondomination
rank and crowding distance. The solutions are progressively improved to converge to the final
Pareto-optimal front, which contains a wide set of optimal extraction strategies for the horizontal
scavenger well.
5.2.4.4 Verification
Obtained optimal solutions of extraction rates from the NSGA-II are put into the physically
based solute transport model to verify if the chloride concentration constraints are met. Due to
surrogate model uncertainty, the residual in the salinity prediction, i.e., the difference between the
surrogate-predicted value and the numerical simulated value, can be further evaluated in case that
chloride concentration constraints are violated. A flowchart of the methodology is shown in Figure
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5.3, which involves two parts: ensemble surrogate model development and a groundwater
remediation design.
5.3 Case study
The proposed saltwater scavenging optimization model is applied to the saltwater
encroachment issue in the “2,000-foot” sand. This study aims to explore the aquifer mitigation
effect during a 10-year management period from 2000 to 2009. Yearly extraction rates for the
horizontal scavenger well are considered. Totally, there are 10 decision variables in the
optimization model, corresponding to q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6, q7, q8, q9 and q10. The lower and upper
limits of the extraction rates are 0 and 15,000 m3/d, respectively.
Using the optimal Latin hypercube sampling technique on extraction rates, 200 training
samples of chloride concentrations at six monitoring locations were generated by the solute
transport model. The training sampled were used to build three different types of surrogate models
(RSR, ANN, and SVM) and one type of ensemble surrogate model (RSR+ANN+SVM) for each
of the six monitoring locations. Altogether 24 surrogate models were developed. Moreover, 100
testing samples were independently generated to evaluate model performance. All the samples
were generated by running the expensive groundwater flow and solute transport model on a
parallel computing platform.
The management model specifies a maximum permissible chloride concentration limit of
250 mg/L at the monitoring locations. The multiobjective optimization algorithm (NSGA-Ⅱ) uses
a population size of 200. The probabilities of crossover and mutation are 0.8 and 0.02, respectively.
The function and constraint tolerances are set to 10-4 and 10-3, respectively.
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Figure 5.3. Flowchart of the methodology
5.4 Results and discussion
5.4.1 Analysis of Bayesian set pair weights
This study constructed set pairs S  A, Bs  using predictions from training data and testing
data, respectively, to calculate set pair weights shown in Figure 5.4. The four characteristics in
equation (42) for the three surrogate models using training data and testing data at the six
monitoring locations is shown in Table 5.1. The training-data-based set pair weights and the
testing-data-based set pair weights were calculated by equation (43). The Bayesian set pair weights
were calculated by equation (45). If the weight ranking for individual surrogate models is
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consistent in the training samples and testing samples (M2, M3 and M5), the same weight ranking
will show in the Bayesian set pair weights. Otherwise, the weight ranking in the Bayesian set pair
weights will depend on prior weights from the training data and likelihoods from the test data. The
RSR model generally has highest weight except at M5. The training-based and testing-based
connection degrees were calculated, which are shown in Figure 5.5. A value closer to 1 indicates
that the surrogate model is more certain at monitoring location k while a value closer to -1 means
that the surrogate model is more uncertain. It indicates that RSR model outputs more certain
components (identity), thereby produces a higher connection degree and weighs more in the
ensemble model. The Bayesian set pair weights are more reliable to average the RSR, ANN and
SVM models since the model weights take into consideration both training data and testing data.
Hence, Bayesian set pair analysis presents a good choice to build a robust ensemble model.

Figure 5.4. Set pair weights of three surrogate models (RSR, ANN, SVM) calculated based on
training data, testing data, and Bayesian approach.
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Table 5.1. Four characteristics (I, D1, D2, T) for the three surrogate models using training and
testing data at monitoring location M k .
Monitoring
location
M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

Model
RSR
ANN
SVM
RSR
ANN
SVM
RSR
ANN
SVM
RSR
ANN
SVM
RSR
ANN
SVM
RSR
ANN
SVM

Training data

Testing data

I
44
72
20

D1
60
66
42

D2
53
28
34

T
43
34
104

62
51
38
60
31
40
45
127
25
129
195
52
40
23
16

92
75
54
77
65
58
79
47
48
63
3
66
55
21
24

34
43
88
33
42
69
42
7
96
4
2
74
33
29
28

12
31
20
30
62
33
34
19
31
4
0
8
72
127
132
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I

D1

D2

T

22
11
11
30
19
12
22
15
17
18
9
13
45
80
29
14
4
8

32
9
28
40
32
27
30
20
28
33
19
24
43
17
35
20
14
16

15
15
17
14
15
17
15
12
15
26
12
15
7
1
14
16
8
17

31
65
44
15
34
44
33
53
40
26
60
48
5
2
22
50
74
59

Figure 5.5 Training-based and testing-based connection degree

5.4.2 Performance assessment of surrogate models
The model prediction performance based on the four statistical metrics over the training
dataset and the testing dataset at the six monitoring locations is shown in Figure 5.6 and Figure
5.7, respectively. The surrogate models have the statistical measures slightly different from each
other due to predictive uncertainty. After being trained, all surrogate models have NSE higher than
0.96, RMSE less than 1.0, MARE less than 0.4%, and Pearson correlation coefficient high than
0.98. The testing samples show that all surrogate models have NSE higher than 0.92, RMSE less
than 1.0, MARE less than 0.5%, and Pearson correlation coefficient higher than 0.96. All surrogate
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models were well trained and have reliable predictive capability at the monitoring locations. In
more detailed comparison, the RSR models perform better over the ANN and SVM models, except
at M5, where the ANN model performs better than the other two models.
The ensemble surrogate models in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 have performance closer to
the RSR models at all monitoring locations. Compared to the training samples, the ensemble
surrogate models have NSE higher than 0.98, RMSE less than 1.0, MARE less than 0.18%, and
Pearson correlation coefficient higher than 0.99. Compared to the testing samples, the ensemble
surrogate models have NSE higher than 0.95, RMSE less than 1.0, MSRE less than 0.26%, and
Pearson correlation coefficient higher than 0.97. Overall, the ensemble surrogates predict well the
chloride concentrations with respect to both the training data and the testing data.

Figure 5.6. Scatter plots of sampled lnC from the solute transport model vs. the 24 surrogate
models on 200 training samples.
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Figure 5.7. Scatter plots of sampled lnC from the solute transport model vs. the 24 surrogate
models on the 100 training samples.

Although a single surrogate model may sometimes slightly outperform the ensemble
surrogate model, the ensemble surrogate model is more reliable as shown in Figure 5.8. The
absolute relative residual is calculated to describe model stability. Smaller ARR values mean that
the model performs more stably. Individual surrogate models may produce unexpected high errors
at some predictions while the ensemble surrogate model can limit error for every prediction and
behaves more stable. Therefore, instead of using a single surrogate model, the machine learning
based ensemble surrogate model will substitute the time-consuming solute transport models in the
aquifer remediation design.
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Figure 5.8. Absolute relative residuals between the surrogate model prediction and the numerically
simulated output for (a) training samples, and (b) testing samples at monitoring location M2.

5.4.3 Bi-objective saltwater scavenging optimization
5.4.3.1 Computational efficiency
Compared to the solute transport model with running time over 16 hours, the ensemble
surrogate model takes seconds for one run, which makes saltwater scavenging optimization more
efficient. For one complete optimization, the surrogate-assisted optimized solutions generally take
4 to 5 hours to converge to the Pareto front. In contrast, it would take thousands of hours to obtain
the optimal solutions using the solute transport model in the optimization model. Hence, the
surrogate-assisted optimization constitutes an invaluable means to save time in the saltwater
intrusion mitigation design.
5.4.3.2 Pareto-optimal fronts
The NSGA-Ⅱ was applied to solving the optimization problem. The optimization algorithm
uses 120 generations and 20,601 functions evaluations to find converged Pareto-optimal saltwater
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extraction strategies with a population size of 200. Figure 5.9 presents the Pareto fronts obtained
under four models: RSR model, ANN model, SVR model and the ensemble model. Minimizing
total extraction rate and maximizing minimum chloride concentration difference to the MCL are
two conflicting objectives, which form convex fronts. If one allows more saltwater extraction,
chloride concentration at monitoring wells will be lowered and more away from the MCL.
The Pareto fronts in Figure 5.8 provide a wide spread of solutions for decision makers. The
Pareto solutions refer to a nondominated front of time-varied saltwater extraction rates of the
horizontal scavenger well for a management period of 10 years. On the convex Pareto front, any
improvement in one objective requires a corresponding decline in the other objective, where there
exist many tradeoffs between the two conflicting objectives. Groundwater managers can choose a
prescribed solution to implement a specific pumping pattern so as to minimize saltwater extraction
and simultaneously limit aquifer salinization.
The Pareto front obtained using ensemble-surrogate model is overall below the Pareto
fronts obtained using the single-surrogate models. It means that to achieve the same minimum
chloride concentration difference to the MCL, the ensemble surrogate model would extract more
saltwater than that obtained from the single surrogate models. This conservative consequence
comes from using the Bayesian set pair analysis, where the ensemble surrogate model takes into
consideration all three surrogates, set pairs that quantify certainties and uncertainties, and all
training and testing datasets.
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Figure 5.9. Pareto fronts under the four models: RSR, ANN, SVR and ensemble models.
5.4.4 Validation of surrogate model solution
Once optimal extraction rates are identified by the ensemble-surrogate-assisted
optimization model, its validity is checked via the solute transport model. Figure 5.10 shows the
leading edges of chloride concentration, 250 mg/L, through the solute transport model at the end
of remediation period, where A, B and C represent three saltwater scavenging strategies shown in
Figure 5.9. The differences in the chloride concentrations for the three optimal solutions are given
in Table 5.2. Before proposed saltwater scavenging, the saltwater plume migrates northward.
Chloride concentration at USGS well EB-1028 screened at the “2,000-foot” sand is already above
250 mg/L since 2000 and continues to increase (see Figure 5.10). With the saltwater scavenging
strategies, the saline plume can be retreated and prevented from moving towards the Industrial
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District. The strategy C has the most remarkable remediation effect with very large total extraction
rate of 83,926 m3/day, where the optimal pumping schedule (q1 to q10) during the ten years (20002009) is 6,987, 8,513, 8,896, 8,481, 7,945, 5,853, 13,112, 8,777, 6,886, 8,476 m3/day. The
pumping schedule (q1 to q10) at strategy A is 3,573, 5,722, 8,431, 10,121, 8,220, 2,815, 11,590,
7,256, 3,498, 9,365 m3/day. The scavenging strategies can effectively reduce chloride
concentration at EB-1028 shown in Figure 5.11. By the end of 2009, chloride concentration could
be reduced to as low as 100 mg/L.

Figure 5.10. Comparison of chloride plume leading edges (250 mg/L) through the solute transport
model at the end of remediation period. A, B and C represent three saltwater scavenging strategies
shown in Figure 5.8. The dark blue area represents clay facies.
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Table 5.2. Chloride concentration differences (mg/L) between ensemble surrogate predictions and
numerical simulated outputs.
Strategy at
A
B
C

M1
0.63
-0.72
1.51

M2
1.26
0.03
-2.31

M3
-0.80
-2.27
-3.40

M4
-0.55
0.15
0.23

M5
-0.02
0.73
-0.04

M6
0.77
-1.77
-2.06

Figure 5.11. Time-series chloride concentration comparisons at the USGS observation well EB1028 with and without scavenging strategies.

5.5 Conclusions
Surrogate models are widely used in research to substitute complex numerical simulation
models for groundwater management. Instead of relying on a stand-alone surrogate model, this
study aims to propose an ensemble surrogate modeling approach for predicting saltwater intrusion
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process and capturing the response from a high-fidelity solute transport model. Bayesian set pair
analysis is newly presented to construct the ensemble surrogates by addressing prediction
uncertainty persisting in three machine learning models. First, compared with a standalone
surrogate model, the machine learning based ensemble groundwater surrogate models have strong
capability to perform accurate and stable chloride concentration predictions, while retaining the
advantages of achieving high computational efficiency. Besides, Bayesian set pair analysis appears
to be an appealing method to build reliable ensemble surrogate models by using the Bayesian set
pair weights incorporating both training and testing data while accounting for model prediction
uncertainty. In addition, the obtained convex Pareto front provides a wide spread of optimal
extraction solutions for groundwater managers. Comparing against the solutions obtained from the
single-surrogate-based modeling, the ensemble-based optimization modeling approach is found to
provide more reliable and conservative Pareto-optimal solutions for saltwater scavenging design.
Finally, saltwater scavenging design using a horizontal scavenger well would be effective to
mitigate saltwater intrusion threat confronting the Baton Rouge metropolitan area.
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CHAPTER 6. STEADY-STATE FRESHWATER-SALTWATER
INTERFACE IN A TWO-HORIZONTAL-WELL SCAVENGING
SYSTEM2
In this study, an approximate mathematical formulation is derived to delineate a steadystate freshwater-saltwater interface by a horizontal scavenger well system in a confined aquifer
that consists of two horizontal pumping wells. One horizontal well is above the freshwatersaltwater interface to recover fresh water. The other horizontal well is below the interface to extract
salt water. A set of dimensionless variables are introduced to facilitate solution derivations. Critical
pumping rates that correspond to critical upconing and downconing interfaces are then derived for
two different interface extents. Finally, the horizontal scavenger well system is applied to a realworld case, the “1,500-foot” sand, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, and is compared to the current vertical
scavenger well system, where the Field-Critchley analytical solution is adopted. The real-world
case study demonstrates that among many advantages the horizontal scavenger well system can
recover more fresh water and extract less salt water than the vertical scavenger well system. The
study also indicates that the current fresh water and saltwater pumping rates are way below the
safe zone and that fresh water is pulled into the saltwater well.
6.1 Review of freshwater-saltwater interface flow
The occurrence and flow of fresh water and salt water is a well-known hydrogeological
phenomenon in both coastal and inland aquifers. Excessive groundwater exploitation has become
a widespread problem as it disturbs the dynamic equilibrium of salt water and fresh water and
causes saltwater intrusion (SWI). Over-pumping along with lack of adequate surficial recharge has

This chapter is reproduced with modifications from Yin and Tsai (2019). It is reprinted with
permission from ASCE.
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increased stress on aquifers. As groundwater salinization makes fresh water unsuitable for use,
investigation on SWI problems regarding the effect of groundwater extraction has become a vital
issue (Roy and Datta, 2018; Werner et al., 2013; Werner et al., 2009). Any disturbances in
groundwater hydrology will result in movement of the freshwater-saltwater interface (Watson et
al., 2010), which is critical for dealing with SWI problems. Hence, it is essential to predict
evolutions of the freshwater-saltwater interface under the impact of pumping activities in order to
better manage groundwater resources.
The interface flow formulation requires the solution of two coupled systems: flow in the
freshwater zone and flow in the saltwater zone which are considered immiscible, which needs to
be solved simultaneously such that pressure and normal flux are continuous across the interface.
The mathematical formulas for interface problems have been suggested since 1930s. A steadystate potential distribution on the hypothetical impervious boundary was obtained analytically by
Muskat’s approximation, where the effect of water coning pressure on flow restriction was ignored
(Muskat and Wycokoff, 1935). A simple estimate of stable critical cones created by a horizontal
well was presented by Chaperon (1986). The upconing of saline water in response to freshwater
pumping was investigated by Chandler and McWhorter (1975) under steady-state flow. The basic
simplistic freshwater-saltwater interface was derived by the Ghyben–Herzberg equation (Bear,
1972), which provides the parabolic shape of a stationary interface, where salt water remains
stationary and pressure is hydrostatic along the vertical direction. Dagan and Bear (1968) used the
method of small perturbations to approximate the shape and location of the local upconing
interface. Furthermore, Bear (1972) used the hodograph method to derive some exact solutions for
an upconing interface toward a sink. The upconing mechanism under the influence of pumping
was investigated to study characteristics of the interface (Schmork and Mercado, 1969). The
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single-valued potential was also illustrated as an analytic technique for solving interface problems
where vertical flow rates can be neglected with respect to horizontal flow (Strack, 1976). The
interface between steady-flowing fresh groundwater and stagnant saline groundwater was
described by a nonlinear ordinary differential equation (Schmork and Mercado, 1969; Sikkema
and Van Dam, 1982; Van Dam and Sikkema, 1982). More theories and approximate analytical
equations were given to derive steady-state sharp freshwater-saltwater interfaces (Bear, 1972;
Feseker, 2007; Hubbert, 1940; Park et al., 2009; Werner et al., 2012). However, all these studies
primarily focused on one pumping well and frequently assumed that the underlying salt water
remains stagnant. Field and Critchley (1993) adopted the one-vertical-well solution from
Schmorak and Mercado (1969) to drive an interface equation for a vertical scavenger well system
that consists of one vertical freshwater well and one vertical saltwater well. Besides, experiments
were conducted to validate sharp-interface approaches for SWI prediction (Abdollahi-Nasab et al.,
2010; Luyun et al., 2009; Mehdizadeh et al., 2015). Two dimensional (Liang et al., 2013; Meenal
and Eldho, 2012) and three dimensional (OH and KIM, 2011; Park et al., 2009; Qiao et al., 2015)
numerical simulation models were built to simulate density and viscosity-varied groundwater flow
problems. However, numerical simulation models require substantial computer power and detailed
field data, which may be challenging to many practical applications. To the authors’ best
knowledge, there is no analytical studies to describe freshwater-saltwater interface behaviors by
considering a horizontal scavenger well system, where the two wells are modeled as line sinks,
which motivates this study to fill the gap of research.
Besides, another point being addressed in this study is to explore an innovative hydraulic
control approach to mitigate SWI problems. Applications of horizontal wells could be most
appealing for remediating contaminated aquifers due to large screen contact and high well
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productivity. Horizontal wells have been widely used in petroleum industry for oil and gas
production (Goode and Thambynayagam, 1987; Miller et al., 2011; Ozkan and Raghavan, 1991),
and studies of oil and gas flow to a horizontal well in confined reservoirs were conducted (Joshi,
1986; Kuchuk et al., 1991). However, most of the current groundwater wells are still conventional
vertical wells. Horizontal wells have advantages in many situations of groundwater contamination
recovery, for instance, increasing surface-area contact with contaminants during remediation and
being more efficient in removing contaminant than vertical wells (Sawyer and Lieuallen‐Dulama,
1998). Parmentier and Klemovich (1996) pointed out that a single horizontal well may have the
contact area equal to that of 10 vertical wells. Applications of horizontal and slanted wells
stimulated significant interest among groundwater hydrologists (Kompani-Zare et al., 2005; Zhan
and Zlotnik, 2002). In this study, a horizontal scavenger well system is adopted to recover fresh
water and to remove salt water simultaneously, which can have a great potential to real-world
saltwater remediation designs (Yin and Tsai, 2018).
The objective of this study is to introduce a two-horizontal-well scavenger system for SWI
mitigation; and then to derive a mathematical formulation to delineate the interface at steady-state
flow of both fresh water and salt water; and finally to explore how different pumping rates of two
horizontal wells affect the steady-state interface under various upconing and downconing cases.
The developed mathematical model is also applied to the “1,500-foot” sand in the Baton Rouge
area, Louisiana, to help mitigate the urgent saltwater encroachment issue. The derived approximate
analytical solution can quickly provide interface location to managers to determine proper
pumping rates.
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6.2 Methodology
6.2.1 Mathematical Model for Steady-state Interface Flow with Two Horizontal Wells
A laterally infinite confined aquifer with an infinite extent of horizontal bedding is
considered. An interface separates fresh water at the top from salt water at the bottom as shown in
Figure 6.1a. One horizontal well is placed in the freshwater zone to extract fresh water. One
horizontal well is placed in the saltwater zone to prevent the interface from reaching the freshwater
horizontal well. The two horizontal wells are at the same vertical plane. A two-dimensional cross
section in the x-z plane perpendicular to the well axis is shown in Figure 6.1b for a critical rise
case. The following assumptions and conditions are made in order to derive an interface equation:
(1) the aquifer is homogeneous and isotropic; (2) flow is in steady state; (3) the effect of dispersion
and capillary pressure at the interface are negligible (Bear and Dagan, 1964; Lebbe, 1999); (4)
fresh water and salt water have their respective constant densities and viscosities; and they are
treated as two immiscible fluids; (5) the horizontal wells are modeled as line sinks; (6) the well
length is considerably long with respect to the aquifer thickness; (7) non-symmetric flow in y
direction near the ends of the horizontal wells is neglected; and (8) the Dupuit approximation is
applicable to the flow in the x-z plane (see Figure 6.1b) under the consideration that vertical flow
in the z direction is relatively small and negligible compared with horizontal flow in the x direction.
The adoption of the Dupuit approximation is a reasonable and practical approach to reduce the
complexity for interface flow problems (Qin et al., 2013; Strack and Bakker, 1995) with an infinite
lateral extent in the x direction.
Given these assumptions and conditions, groundwater flow is symmetric to the z axis, a
half plane in the positive x direction shown in Figure 6.1c is analyzed for one-dimensional steadystate flow in freshwater and saltwater zones as follows:
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dh f

Kf

Ks

dx

+

Qf
2( B − z )

= 0,

(54)

dhs Qs
+
=0,
dx 2 z

(55)

where h is the groundwater head [L], Q is the flow rate through a vertical cross section per unit
width [L2T-1] (negative value for pumping) and K is the hydraulic conductivity [LT-1]. The flow
rate Q also represents pumping rate per unit screen length for the horizontal wells. The subscripts,
f and s, are referred to freshwater and saltwater zones, respectively. B is the aquifer thickness [L].
z is the elevation head [L], which denotes the position of the interface. The groundwater head is

h =

p
+z ,
 g 

(56)

where  = { f , s} , p is the pore water pressure [ML-1T-2],  is the water density [ML-3], g is the
acceleration of gravity [LT-2]. The hydraulic conductivity is

K = k

 g
,


(57)

where k is the intrinsic permeability [L2], and  is the dynamic viscosity of water [ML-1T-1].
Continuity of the pore water pressure and elevation head across the interface requires the
following conditions at the interface (Bear, 1972; Zhang et al., 2007):

dp f

dps
,
dx

(58)

z f = zs = z ,

(59)

dx

=

and

where, z f and z s denote the elevation head on the interface. However, the groundwater head (h) is
discontinuous at the interface due to the difference in fluid density and dynamic viscosity
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(Haitjema, 2007; Strack, 1976). Substituting equations (56)-(57) into equations (54)-(55) and
using equation (58)-(59), one can derive an expression for the slope of the interface as follows:
Qf  f
Qs s
dz
,
=
−
dx 2 gk (  s −  f )( B − z ) 2 gk (  s −  f ) z

(60)

The domain of the interface is 0  x   and 0  Z s  z  Z f  B , where Zf is the elevation of the
freshwater well and Zs is the elevation of the saltwater well (see Figure 6.1).
Define new freshwater hydraulic conductivity as follows:
K1 f = K f

s −  f
,
f

(61)

Then the new saltwater hydraulic conductivity can be expressed as follows:

K1s = K s

s −  f

= K1 f f ,
s
s

(62)

Introduce the following dimensionless variables:
x=

Qf
Q
x
z
, z = , Qf =
, Qs = s
B
B
K1 f B
K1s B

,b =

b
,
B

(63)

where b is the original saltwater thickness before pumping, which also represents the original
freshwater-saltwater interface. x , z , Q f , Qs , and b are dimensionless. The slope of the
interface, equation (60), can be expressed in a dimensionless form as follows:

Q 
dz 1  Q f
= 
− s ,
dx 2 1 − z z 

(64)

Equation (64) requires a boundary condition as discussed below.
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Figure 6.1. (a) Simplified schematic configuration of the horizontal scavenger well system; (b)
schematic of saltwater critical upconing in x-z plane; and (c) schematic of half cross-section in xz plane.
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6.2.2 Interface solutions
6.2.2.1 Steady-state solution with infinite boundary
Given a known point

( x0 , z0 ) on the interface, the interface solution can be obtained from

equation (64) as follows:

f ( z ) = x − x0 + f ( z0 ) ,

(65)

where

2Q f Qs ln Q f z + Qs ( z − 1) − z ( Q f + Qs ) Q f ( z − 2 ) + Qs z 

f (z ) =

(Q f + Qs )3

,

(66)

The interface solution (equation (65)) shows the original saltwater thickness at x →  where the
ratio of the saltwater pumping rate to the total pumping rate (fresh water + salt water) requires:
lim z =
x →

Qs
=b ,
Q f + Qs

(67)

where b is the dimensionless original saltwater thickness at x →  , which is b = b B . The
elevation head (z) equals to the original saltwater thickness (b) at the lateral infinity. Equation (67)
implies a flat interface at x →  :
lim

x →

dz
= 0,
dx

(68)

For the special case that the saltwater pump is shut off ( Qs = 0 ) and salt water is stationary,
the interface is upconing (negative slope, Q f 2(1 − z ) ), as shown in Figure 6.1b. The function f ( z )
for the upconing interface is:
f (z ) =

2z − z 2
,
Qf

(69)
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When the freshwater pump is shut off ( Q f = 0 ) and fresh water is stationary, the interface is
downconing (positive slope, −Qs 2 z ). The function f ( z ) for the downconing interface is:

f (z ) = −

z2
,
Qs

(70)

6.2.2.2 Steady-state solution with finite boundary
In this section we consider an effective lateral boundary, xe, beyond which the interface
remains the same as the original interface. Given the effective boundary point ( xe , b ), where
xe = xe B , the interface equation can be obtained as follows,
f ( z ) = x − xe + f (b ) ,

(71)

where f ( z ) is expressed as equation (66). Specially, the upconing interface with only the
freshwater horizontal well is:
z 2 − 2 z = Q f xe + b 2 − 2b − Q f x ,

(72)

The downconing interface with only the saltwater well is:
z 2 = Qs xe + b 2 − Qs x ,

(73)

The above solutions show that the interface has the form of a parabola. The derived upconing
interface solution is in good agreement with that presented in Bear (1972), where the shape of the
interface in the horizontal confined aquifer of constant thickness is parabolic based on horizontal
flow of fresh water.
6.2.3 Critical interfaces
A critical interface rise (see Figure 6.1b) determines a critical upconing ratio that can be
expressed as the ratio of the critical interface rise at the well location to the vertical distance
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between the original interface and the bottom of the freshwater well. Here, the well radius is
neglected since it is very small with respect to Z f . The critical upconing ratio is defined as:

 cu =

 cr
,
Zf −b

(74)

where,  cu is the critical upconing ratio, and cr is the critical interface rise at the well location.
Many critical upconing ratios were suggested in the literature (Bear, 1979; Bear and Dagan
1964; Schmorak and Mercado, 1969; Wirojanagud and Charbeneau, 1985). Muskat (1946)
suggested a critical upconing ratio of 0.48. Bear and Dagan (1964) concluded that their
approximate solutions are valid with a critical upconing ratio of approximately 0.5. Schmorak and
Mercado (1969) suggested a critical upconing ratio between 0.4 and 0.6 from field studies. This
study adopted 0.5 as the critical upconing ratio in the real-world aquifer study. The corresponding
freshwater pumping rate and the saltwater pumping rate are called critical rates Q fc and Qsc . Any
increase in Q fc or decrease in Qsc will advance saltwater flow into the freshwater well abruptly.
In the opposite case, a critical downconing ratio can be defined similarly as follows:

 cd =

 cf
b − Zs

,

(75)

where  cd is the critical downconing ratio, and  cf is the critical interface fall at the well location,
which is the difference between the original interface and the critical interface. This study adopted
0.5 as the critical downconing ratio in the real-world aquifer study.
6.2.3.1 Critical interface with infinite boundary
According to the critical ratio  cu ( or  cd ), the critical interface function is:
f ( z ) = x + f ( c ) ,

(76)

where,
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f (z ) =

2Q fcQsc ln Q fc z + Qsc ( z − 1) − z ( Q fc + Qsc ) Q fc ( z − 2 ) + Qsc z 
(Q fc + Qsc )3

,

(77)

 c is dimensionless plume thickness at well location for the interface rise case,  c = ( cr + b) B ,

and for the interface fall case,  c = (b −  cf ) B . Q fc and Qsc satisfy equation (67).
For the special case that the saltwater well is shut off, the critical upconing interface is a parabolic
function as follows:
z 2 − 2 z =  c2 − 2 c − Q fc x ,

(78)

If the freshwater well is shut off, the critical downconing interface is also a parabolic function as
follows:

z 2 =  c2 − Qsc x ,

(79)

6.2.3.2 Critical interface with finite boundary
According to the derived interface equation (71), we obtain critical interfaces passing the
two points ( xe , b ) and ( 0 ,  c ):
f ( c ) = − xe + f (b ) ,

(80)

In this case, the critical pumping rates Q fc and Qsc are found by satisfying equation (80) and (77).
Specially, the critical upconing interface function with only the freshwater well is
 c2 − 2 c = Q fc xe + b 2 − 2b ,

(81)

The critical downconing interface function with only the saltwater well is
 c2 = Qsc xe + b 2 .

(82)
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6.3 Case study: saltwater scavenging in “1,500-foot” sand, Baton Rouge, Louisiana
The saltwater encroachment in the “1,500-foot” sand of the Baton Rouge area, Louisiana
has been documented since the 1950s (Rollo, 1969). The threat became alarming in recent years
and prompted the installation of a vertical scavenger well system in 2014 as shown in Figure 6.2.
The scavenger well system consists of one vertical well (EB-1423) to recover fresh groundwater
at the top portion of the aquifer and one vertical well (EB-1424) to retain saline groundwater at
the bottom. Although in reality the two wells are 4.6 m (15 ft) away from each other owing to the
construction constraint, the separation distance is negligible in comparison to the horizontal extent.
The freshwater extraction rate is 1,836.98 m3/day (337 gallon per minute) and the saltwater
extraction rate is 2,600.12 m3/day (477 gallon per minute). The chloride concentration data in 2014
and 2015 provided by the Baton Rouge Water Company indicates an equilibrium of the freshwater
zone and the saltwater zone. The chloride concentration is about 81 mg/L in the freshwater zone
and is about 776 mg/L in the saltwater zone. The downhole electrical resistivity data at EB-1423
indicates a freshwater-saltwater interface about 11.91 m (39 ft) from the bottom of the aquifer.
Other data are listed in Table 6.1. We adopt this real-world case study to (1) evaluate the current
vertical scavenger well system and (2) compare results if a horizontal scavenger well system were
installed.

Figure 6.2. The vertical scavenger well system in the “1,500-foot” sand of the Baton Rouge area,
Louisiana.
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Table 6.1. Data set for the real-world case study.
Parameter
Pumping freshwater chlorides (mg/L)a
Pumping saltwater chlorides (mg/L)a
Freshwater density  f (kg/m3)

Value
81
776
996.374

Saltwater density  s (kg/m )
3

997.317
2.52×10-11
28

2 b

Intrinsic permeability k (m )
Temperature (℃)
Freshwater viscosity  f (28 ℃) (Pa.s)

0.832×10-3

Saltwater viscosity  s (28 ℃) (Pa.s)

0.905×10-3
28.34
9.81

Aquifer thickness B (m)c
Gravity, g (m/s2)
freshwater well site Z f (m)c

14.93

c

saltwater well site Z s (m)

Saltwater plume thickness b (m)
Total saltwater scavenging rate Qs ,t (m3/d)c

9.14
11.91
1836.98

Total freshwater production rate Q f ,t
(m3/d)c
2600.12
c
Vertical freshwater well screen length (m)
13.411
c
Vertical saltwater well screen length (m)
9.144
a
Data from Baton Rouge Water Company, Baton Rouge, LA
b
Data from Pham and Tsai (2017)
c
Data from Owen and White Consulting Engineers Inc., Baton Rouge, LA

Field and Critchley (1993) provides a steady-state interface solution for the vertical
scavenger well system. This study adopts 0.5 as the critical upconing ratio and the critical
downconing ratio to approximate critical solutions. Using the Field-Critchley analytical solution,
pumping rates per unit screen length between the two critical lines shown in Figure 6.3 create a
“safe zone” that keeps the interface below the bottom of the freshwater screen and above the top
of the saltwater screen. Pumping rates above the upper critical line indicates salt water entering
the freshwater well. Pumping rates below the lower critical line indicates fresh water entering the
saltwater well. Given the current saltwater pumping rate per unit length 200.89 m2/day, the upper
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critical freshwater pumping rate per unit length is at 197.70 m2/day and the lower critical
freshwater pumping rate per unit length is at 197.38 m2/day (Table 6.2). On the other hand, given
the current freshwater pumping rate 193.88 m2/day, the upper critical saltwater pumping rate is at
197.34 m2/day and the lower critical saltwater pumping rate is at 197.01 m2/day (Table 6.3). The
very narrow range of pumping rates (less than 1 m2/day) between two critical lines indicates very
little flexibility to tune one pumping rate once the other pumping rate is given. This also indicates
high likelihood in practice that either the salt water flows into freshwater well or fresh water flows
into saltwater well. Given the current pumping rates at the vertical scavenger well system, Figure
6.3 indicates that fresh water is entering the saltwater well. Moreover, the vertical scavenger well
system pumps more salt water than fresh water per unit screen length.

Figure 6.3. Case study using the vertical scavenger well system.
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If we consider a horizontal scavenger well system shown in Figure 6.4, we position the
freshwater horizontal well at 14.93 m (bottom of freshwater vertical well screen) and position the
saltwater well at 9.14 m (top of saltwater vertical well screen). Data in Table 6.1 also applies to
the horizontal scavenger well system. The xe is considered 2.235m. Given the saltwater extraction
rate per unit screen length 200.89 m2/day, the upper critical freshwater production rate is at 316.85
m2/day and the lower critical freshwater production rate is at 300.89 m2/day (Table 6.2), which
indicates that using a horizontal well recover more fresh water than using a vertical well per unit
screen length. Given the freshwater production rate per unit screen length 193.88 m2/day, the upper
critical saltwater scavenging rate is at 130.67 m2/day and the lower critical saltwater scavenging
rate is at 121.49 m2/day (Table 6.3), which indicates that using a horizontal scavenger well system
produces less salt water than using a vertical scavenger well system. Since horizontal wells usually
have much longer screen length than vertical wells, the gains of using the horizontal scavenger
well system will be multiple.
Table 6.2. Freshwater production rates comparison.
Given Qs (m3/d-m)
200.89

Critical flow rate Q fc (m3/d-m)
vertical well
lower limit upper limit
197.38
197.70

horizontal well
lower limit upper limit
300.89
316.85

Table 6.3. Saltwater scavenging rates comparison.
Given Q f (m3/d-m)
193.88

Critical scavenging rate Qsc (m3/d-m)
vertical well
horizontal well
lower limit upper limit lower limit
upper limit
197.01
197.34
121.49
130.67
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Figure 6.4. The horizontal scavenger well system in the “1,500-foot” sand of the Baton Rouge
area, Louisiana.

Figure 6.5 shows critical pumping rates. The width of the safe zone is about 10 m2/day,
which provides more leeway to tune the pumping rates. Moreover, in this case, the horizontal
scavenger well system recovers more fresh water than salt water while keeping the pumping rates
in the safe zone. As is shown in Figure 6.5, using the current pumping rates, fresh water flows into
the saltwater well even using the horizontal scavenger well.
These findings demonstrate that the horizontal scavenger well system performs more
efficiently than the vertical scavenger well system.
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Figure 6.5. Case study using the horizontal scavenger well system.
6.4 Conclusions
A horizontal well couple is firstly introduced to enhance freshwater recovery at the top
and to retain salt water at the base of the aquifer. This technique suppresses saltwater upconing by
producing fresh water and salt water simultaneously from separate horizontal wells completed in
the freshwater and saltwater zones. The extent of upconing or downconing interfaces depends on
factors including aquifer properties, pumping rates, depth of wells and density contrast between
fresh water and salt water. Two-dimensional steady-state interface solutions as well as critical
upconing or downconing interfaces were derived for two different interface extents. The
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approximation solutions are in good agreement with those presented by Bear and Dagan (1964)
and Bear (1972), where the saltwater well is shut off. Although the critical rate solutions are not
rigorously accurate, the approximate solutions are useful in practice to select proper freshwater
and saltwater pumping rates of the horizontal scavenger well system for the best practical
performance in groundwater management.
The application to the “1,500-foot” sand in the Baton Rouge area shows that the horizontal
scavenger well system is better than the vertical scavenger well system in many ways. First, the
horizontal scavenger well system recovers more fresh water per unit screen length than the vertical
scavenger well system. Second, the horizontal scavenger well system extracts less salt water per
unit screen length than the vertical scavenger well system. Third, the horizontal scavenger well
system has higher flexibility to tune pumping rates than the vertical scavenger well system without
causing salt water entering the freshwater well or fresh water entering the saltwater well. The
length of horizontal wells is not limited by aquifer thickness and is usually much longer than that
of the vertical scavenger well system. The aforementioned advantages will be significantly
amplified if a horizontal scavenger well system is used for the “1,500-foot” sand.
The new contribution of this study is the introduction of a horizontal scavenger well system
to recover fresh water in a saltwater-intruded confined aquifer. The approximate steady-state
solutions provide freshwater-saltwater interfaces and corresponding pumping rates for the
horizontal scavenger well system. The solutions can serve as a scientific tool to assist policy
makers to assess saltwater intrusion threat and to cope with saltwater encroachment problem in
many places. Finally, future studies may include exploration of transient solutions for moving
interfaces with time.
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The overall goal of this study aims at developing a reliable model for groundwater
management and saltwater intrusion mitigation under uncertainty. To achieve this goal, several
research steps have been conducted through conjunctive use of freshwater pumping and saltwater
scavenging. The key findings for each step are summarized as follows:
The study firstly focuses on multi-objective spatial pumping optimization for groundwater
management in the Baton Rouge aquifer system and aims at understanding how long-term
groundwater withdrawals affect aquifer storage change. With respect to water budget analysis, it
is found that the aquifers started to deplete from 1985 in response to groundwater withdrawal
increase. Starting 1995, groundwater storage became lower than 1975 storage due to continuous
high pumping rates over years. About 17.3 million m3 of groundwater storage loss is estimated at
the end of 2014 with respect to the beginning of 1975. The “2,000-foot” sand is the most heavily
pumped aquifer by the industrial users, which has caused the most significant drawdown in the
Industrial District. Groundwater levels at the “2,000-foot” sand were observed to be the lowest
compared with other aquifers. Recharge has been found from the “2,400-foot” sand into the
“2,000-foot” sand through multi-screen wells. With respect to the multi-objective spatial pumping
optimization, Parallel computing on high performance computing significantly relieves the
expensive computation burden. Linking MODFLOW-2005 with an improved NSGA-II, this study
demonstrates a highly useful approach for quantifying the optimal extent to which the three
objectives concerning water supply, energy and environment can be balanced. Also, a set of wellspread and consistent Pareto pumping strategies can be evolved, which represent the best designs
that identify trade-offs among the three concerns. Once the water supply can be satisfied, the
priority should be given to less number of pumping wells. The groundwater levels can be raised to
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be closer to target levels in response to the optimal pumping designs. Shutting off pumping wells
might produce a remarkable impact on the pumping rates of their adjacent wells while a marginal
effect on farther ones.
The study develops a three-dimensional saltwater intrusion model to investigate the salinity
transport based on current conditions in the Baton Rouge aquifer system. Due to heavy pumping
in the north part of the Baton Rouge Fault, saltwater plume was found to migrate northward in
different sands, including the “1,200-foot” sand, the “1,500-foot” sand, the “1,700-foot” sand and
the “2,000-foot” sand. The “1,500-foot” sand is most seriously polluted. Especially, due to heavy
withdrawals in the Industrial District, salinization in the “2,000-foot” sand has threatened the
public supply wells and elevated chloride concentrations have been observed. Taking advantage
of the saltwater scavenging system in the “1,500-foot” sand, a horizontal scavenger well is
hypothetically proposed to extract saltwater in the “2,000-foot” sand for aquifer remediation
design. Besides, this study introduces a horizontal scavenger well system to recover fresh water in
a saltwater-intruded confined aquifer. The approximate steady-state solutions provide freshwatersaltwater interfaces and corresponding pumping rates for the horizontal scavenger well system.
The solutions can serve as a scientific tool to assist policy makers to assess saltwater intrusion
threat and to cope with saltwater encroachment problem in many places.
With respect to the remediation design under uncertainty, the study contributes to building
ensemble surrogates by conducting model selection based on AICc and employing BMA-CC
framework to design. Uncertainties from surrogate model parameter and model structure are
quantified. Between-model variance should be considered to derive a robust design. Using
regression surrogate models is crucial for considerably reducing computation time in the aquifer
remediation design without sacrificing accuracy. The AICc-based BMA approach in conjunction
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with ensemble-surrogate-assisted CC programming provides more reliable optimal saltwater
scavenging strategies than those from single-surrogate modeling. To authors’ best knowledge, this
approach has not been previously applied to quantify surrogate model structure and parameter
uncertainties in the context of saltwater intrusion mitigation design. The optimal extraction
schedule for the scavenger well is successfully achieved through the proposed framework, where
the simulation, multi-surrogate model inference, and chance-constrained optimization
programming are unified.
Since the performance of a standalone surrogate model is not stable because outputs with
very large errors may be obtained in the feasible domain of input space. Especially in the
optimization process, the existence of such samples with large residuals may increase risk of
obtaining a misleading optimum. In this case, the study further proposes a robust machine learning
based ensemble surrogate modeling method by assembling different surrogate approaches to
predict saltwater intrusion in a deep aquifer. Three machine learning models are developed
including response surface regression model, artificial neural network and support vector machine.
Bayesian set pair weights are derived by utilizing full information from both training and testing
data and improved typical set pair weights. Bayes' theorem has been widely applied to account for
model uncertainty but has not been used to address prediction uncertainty of surrogate models in
conjunction with set pair analysis. Bayesian set pair analysis is proved a robust method to build
reliable ensemble surrogate models by calculating Bayesian set pair weights considering both
training and testing samples while accounting for model prediction uncertainty. The obtained
convex Pareto front provides a wide spread of optimal extraction solutions for groundwater
managers. Comparing against the solutions obtained from the single-surrogate-based modeling,
the ensemble-based optimization modeling approach is found to provide more reliable and
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conservative Pareto-optimal solutions for saltwater scavenging design. Saltwater scavenging
design using a horizontal scavenger well would be effective to mitigate saltwater intrusion threat
confronting the Baton Rouge metropolitan area.
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APPENDIX A. BATON ROUGE AQUIFER SYSTEM AND
CORRESPONDING MODEL LAYERS

a

Source: Tomaszewski (1996)
Source: Tomaszewski (1996)
c
Source: Pham and Tsai (2017)
b
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